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I Introduction 
In the construction of Econometric models it is common practice 
to specify a structure - more or less based on Economic Theory-
relating the dependent and explanatory variables and then add 
to it a disturbance element, representing the effect of all the 
omitted variables. In the estimation of the parameters of these 
models the alm is to obtain estimators that are, at least, 
consistent and efficient. That is, estimators, that at least 
for sufficient large samples, will have as their mean the true 
parameters of the model, and their variance-covariance matrix 
will be minimum within a class of estimators. But in order to 
obtain estimators with these properties we need to assume that 
the explanatory variables and disturbance components satisfy 
a specific set of constraints. In order to concentrate our 
attention on the requirements of the error process we will 
start assuming that the explanatory variables are distributed 
independently of the disturbance term and then can be treated 
as a set of fixed regressors. For the asymptotic theory 
presented below we need to impose some restrictions on the 
asymptotic behaviour of the moments of the regressors such as 
stationarity and ergodicity, but to be more general we shall 
simply require what have been called 'Grenander's Conditions' 
(see Hannan [1970J section 2.6) under which the asymptotic 
theory presented below will apply (see Hannan [1970J Chapter 7). 
In the framework of multiple regression, if we assume that the 
errors are a white noise process we know that the Ordinary 
Least Squares (OLS) estimators are consistent and efficient and 
if the errors are Gaussian then OLS estimators are maximum like 
lihood estimators (see Goldberger [1964] section 6.2). But the 
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white noise hypothesis is, In many cases, not a realistic 
assumption and something more general as the requirement that 
the errors are stationary (with covariance matrix K ~ a 2I) is 
called for. In this case, if K is known, we can get consistency 
and efficiency by applying the Aitken's formula (see Goldberger 
[1964J 5.4). If the variance matrix is unknown - as is usually 
the case - but we have a consistent estimator R say, we can 
still, in fixed regressor case, obtain efficiency by replacing 
K by K in the Aitken expression (see Dhrymes [1970J 4.2). 
It is obvious, though, that in the estimation of the variance 
matrix we need to introduce a priori information imposing strong 
restrictions in K, in order to make the estimation feasible 
with only one sample realization. The usual way to proceed in 
the Time Domain framework is to postulate a finite parametric 
process for the errors and then to estimate K consistently by 
consistently estimating the parameters of the process. In this 
approach the autoregressive (AR) formulation has been most 
thoroughly studied and applied and its application to 
simUltaneous equation models has been considered by Sargan 
[1961J. More recently the moving average (MA) formulation has 
been appearing in the literature. (See Nicholls et .. al.[197~ 
for a survey of the developments in the estimation and use of 
models with MA disturbance terms). So, we have that the 
departure from the white noise hypothesis constitutes a 
considerable complication in Time Domain estimation. In general 
the efficiency of the estimators proposed for the particular 
cases will be dependent on the validity of the approximating 
process used and the property of robustness will be sacrified. 
In fact, Watson and Hannan [1956J, s~udying the bounds for the 
efficiency of the regression estimators in cases where the 
disturbance terms are generated by certain stationary processes 
whose form are incorrectly prescribed a priori, found that'in 
general the bounds are wide, indicating that the effect of not 
knowing the true form of the ~rror process may be severe'. They 
also establ~hcertain asymptotic results 'to show that, in many 
cases which occur in practice, the bounds may be attained'. 
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Another way of dealing with the problem of stationary errors 
is by spectral methods, and working with the spectra instead 
of the variance, i.e. by splitting the variance at different 
frequency bands and using the cumulative cross-periodogram 
matrix of the variables instead of their second moments. This 
method was first proposed, for multiple systems of regressions, 
by Hannan [1963J and later applied in Economics by K.F. Wallis 
[1966J. The advantage of the spectral framework is that we do 
not need either to assume "white-noise" errors or to specify 
a priori an error model, but only to postulate that a 
stationary stochastic process generates the error term. 
Therefore in those cases where we do not have an a priori idea 
about the formation of the errors, and the specification of a 
parametric model lS somewhat arbitrary, spectral estimation lS 
a reasonable way to proceed. We will show that by this approach, 
in fixed regressor case, we obtain estimators that are both, 
robust and efficient. If the regressor set contains lagged 
endogenous variables then the proposed estimators are robust 
and consistent. 
Certainly, it can be argued that experimentation with the form 
of the error process can occur, for instance, In the lines of 
Box and Jenkins [1971], but there is no doubt that this is 
going to be a harder and more expensive alternative, and what 
is worse, at the end, the significance of the structural 
estimators will be dependent on the previous tests on the error 
process. The literature on preliminary test or sequential 
estimators (see Bock et. al. [1973J and references there) lS 
mainly concerned with preliminary tests on exact or stochastic 
linear restrictions (for the last case see Judge et. al.[1973J) 
on the structural parameters, but it is obvious that the same 
problem occurs when we test the parameters of the error process, 
even when for that case, as far as is known, no type of 
sequential estimator has been proposed. 
The application of spectral estimation will be specially 
important for monthly models, since for monthly series Nerlove 
[1972J has challenged the view that they can be characterized 
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by a first order autoregressive process with root near unity 
(see Orcutt [1948J and Granger [1966J). He has shown that at 
least for some USA Price series a higher order representation 
is necessary, possibly involving some type of autoregressive 
moving average (ARMA) process. 
Spectral methods of estimation are, indeed, very much connected 
with the name of E.J. Hannan and in many instances they have 
been presented in a way more familiar to statisticians than to 
econometricians. In order to introduce this estimation procedure 
in a way closer to the classical methods we state in section 
III how a block Toeplitz covariance matrix can be block 
diagonalized by means of a unitary matrix so that we can present 
in a more familiar context the advantages of the spectral 
approach. In preparation for this, section 11 presents the 
terminology and basic notations. Subsequently in section IV we 
derive the spectral estimators for a simultaneous model and in 
sections VI and VII we extend the results to models with lagged 
endogenous variables. 
In this study we derive the spectral estimators beginning from 
the likelihood of the sample. The advantages in proceeding in 
this way are that the likelihood contains all the sample 
information and under suitable hypothesis on the stochastic 
variables the parameter values that maximise the likelihood 
are consistent and efficient estimators. An alternative 
approach is to seek simpler estimators by applying some kind 
of iterative Generalized Least Squares (GLS for short) method 
that applies the Aitken's formula using some consistent 
estimate of the covariance matrix. In many instances these 
estimators have the same asymptotic distribution as the maximum 
likelihood estimators, but this is not always necessarily the 
case (see for instance Maddala[1971]and Amemiya[1973-b]) then 
we loose efficiency in return for something that is supposed to 
be computationally cheaper. But it is going to be difficult to 
know how much efficiency we are loosing and therefore it is 
safer if we develop first the maximum likelihood estimators and 
try later to approximate them in a way that in cheaper in 
computer time but does not carry any loss in efficiency. 
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11 Notation 
We use small letters to represent scalars and small letters 
underlining by - for column vectors; the transposition sign 
(') is used to denote a row vector. Matrices will be represente-d 
by capital letters. Exceptions to these rules are in the 
representation of the periodogram and cross-periodogram (see 
below) . 
The Kronecker product between two matrices A and B is defined 
as 
A ® B = (a .. B) 
1J 
(2.1) 
Vec is an operator that transforms a matrix into the vector 
obtained by putting the columns of the matrix one below the 
other. Sometimes we also represent the vec of a matrix A by AV. 
~': 
We use A for the complex conjugate and A for the transpose of 
the complex conjugate of the matrix A. 
The Unitary Matrix Q: 
Q = {_1_ 
.rT 
exp [(2ni/T)jt]} j , t = 0, 1, ... ,T-1 (2.2) 
is a unitary TxT matrix. Using 
w· = 
2nj j = 0, t, •.. , T-1 (2.3) 
J T 
we see that the rows of Q can be written as follows: 
q' (w.) 
- J 
= {_1_ exp(iw .• O) _1_ exp(iw .• 1) ..• _1- exp[iw .. (T-1)]}. 
ff J ff J ff J (2.4) 
We call Q(Ah ) the (mhxT) matrix obtained by taking mh 
consecutive rows of Q. Then IT Q(Ah ) is an alternant and 
~(Ah) = Q (Ah ) Q(Ah ) = ~ r exp{-iwj(~-k)} i, 1 I 1 
WjEAh ~,k 
is a (TxT) circulant. 
The matrix Q has the following properties: 
(2.5) 
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Q = Q' (2.6) 
where IT is the T x T identity matrix. 
When we apply Q to a system, S, we say that QS is a unitary 
transform of S. Note that because the latent roots of the 
unitary matrices are of modulus one (see Macduffee [1956] 
page 28), the modulus of the Jacobian of the transformation 
is one. 
Fourier Transforms (FT): 
Suppose ~ = [xtJ , (t = 0, •.. , T-l) is a vector of T 
observations on a scalar variable x, then the FT at frequency 
w. is given by: ] 
1 T-l 
E x t exp(iw].t) = q'(w.)x. ;r- t=O - ]-
(2.7) 
If we note that exp(iw.) = exp(iwT .) , and therefore ] -] 
q' (w .) = q' (wT .) , - ] - -] (2.8) 
we see that for a real variable x, it is immaterial whether 
the FT is defined for w. (j = 0, ••. , T-l) or for ] T 
w~ (~ = -(T/2) + 1, ... , T/2); only --2- + 1 of the FT's are in-
dependent, the other being the complex conjugate of these. 
If we group the w.'s (O~j~T-l) into 2M sets, the hth of which ] 
denoted Sh' consists of m adjacent Wj'S (T = 2Mm) clustered 
around 
then 
o + 'lTh 
t1 , h = 0, ••. , 2M - 1 
= {w (w.)} 
x ] 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(1) For the cluster around h = 0 note that w (w .) = w (wT .), x -] X-] 
therefore Q(A O) is obtained taking the (m-l)/2 last rows 
and the (m+l)/2 first rows of Q. Also note that for 
simplicity in the exposition we take m odd. 
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is a vector of m FT's such that Wj E Sh' And 
~x = {w (w.)} = Qx 
- x ] -
is the vector of T Fourier transforms. 
(2.11) 
Suppose X is a Txk matrix of X observations of k variables 
(xl' x 2 '···, xk ) then 
w = {w (w.)} 
-xR, xR, ] 
(2.12) 
is a T vector, containing the T Fourier transforms of ~R,' 
WX'(W.) = q'(w.)X = [w (w.) w (w.) ... w (w.)] , 
- ] - ] xl ] x 2 ] xk ] 
is a k vector containing the FT at frequency w. for the ] 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
is the Txk matrix of all FT of X, and has wx'(w.) in the w.th 
- ] ] 
row. The submatrix corresponding to the set Sh is given by 
(2.15) 
In spectral estimation Wx is the analog of X in the time domain. 
Periodogram and Crossperiodogram : 
The periodogram of ~ at frequency Wj is defined by: 
Ix(w j ) = 2;TI~ x t exp (iw j .t)1 2 = ~TI Wx(W j ) wx(w j ), (2.16) 
and is a scalar. 
The matrix of periodograms and crossperiodograms for X is 
defined by 
(2.17) 
If Z = [Zt J , (t = 0, ••. , T-l) is a vector of T observations 
on a scalar variable z, then the vector of crossperiodograms 
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between z and X is 
1 I'X(w,) = 
-z ] W (w.) w'(w.) = 12~ z'q(w.) q'(w.)X. z ] -X ] " - - ] - ] (2.18) 
We have kept the standard practice of using I for periodogram 
and crossperiodograms, but there will not be any danger of 
confusion with the identity matrix since the latter is 
sub scripted by a constant such as T and the former by variables. 
Note that the (kxk) matrix IX(w j ) is a quadratic on X 
generated by a circulant (q(w.)q'(w.)) of order one. 
- ] - ] 
Average periodogram and crossperiodogram: 
The average periodogram of x at the frequency band Ah is 
defined by the scalar: 
I (w.) = _1_ w,0) ~xOh) 
x ] 2'ITmh -x h 
1 
= -2'" X''¥(Ah)X 
"mh - -
(2.19) 
and the matrix of average periodograms and crossperiodograms 
for X is defined by: 
(2.20) 
IX(Ah ) here is the analog of XIX in the time domain, but now 
we have 2M IX(Ah ) matrices, but only M + 1 of them are 
independent. Note that if we cluster the T wX(w.)'s in just 
- ] 
one group then the average periodogram is 
l.e. 
1=1 X '2Tf 
1 * 1 
- X'Q QX = T '2Tf 
XIX 
l' 
(2'IT)-1 times the sample covariance matrix. The 
(2.21) 
representation of the matrix of average periodograms and 
crossperiodograms as In (2.20) is quite useful to derive the 
asymptotic distribution of IX(Ah ), (see Wahba [1968J) because 
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~(Ah) is a circulant, idempotent, Hermitian matrix of rank mh 
and its unique generalized inverse is itself, as with the 
idempotent symmetric matrices in the real field. It is shown 
in Wahba [1968J , (see also Goodman [1963J) that M average 
periodogram matrices based on a sample realization of a 
multivariate Gaussian process, calculated at M appropriately 
, 
spaced frequencies converge jointly in mean square to M 
independent complex Wishart matrices, even though M be large. 
Also, by making use of appropriate limiting theorems, Hannan 
[1970J shows that the joint distribution of average 
periodograms and crossperiodograms at an arbitrary frequency 
Ah converge to the complex multivariate normal distribution. 
We make use of these last results to obtain the asymptotic 
distribution of the estimated parameters of the econometric 
models that we consider below. 
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III Stationary disturbances and asymptotic theory 
The disturbances, ~t' affecting the model considered in the 
next sections are assumed to follow a stationary vector process 
with finite dispersion and that can be represented as 
and 
Ut = E ACj) Et . 
- j=O - -] 
E Ijl IIACj)11 <00, 
j=O 
C 3 .1) 
(3.2) 
where Et . are i.i.d. random vectors of order p, with zero mean 
- -] 
and covariance matrix I . For I IACj)1 I we mean a suitable p 
matrix norm. 
If we have a realization of ~t for t = 1, ..• , T the matrix 
U = C~t) can be vectorized as u = VecCU), and the covariance 
matrix for u is 
G(O) G(1\-------GCT-1) 
, 
, " G'C 1) G(O) " Gq-2) 
" cov (u) = "- "- " "- "-
" 
I 
"- "-
" 
I 
= n . CpT x pT) "- , 
" 
I 
"-
, 
" 
I 
"-
, 
, , 
"- I 
"-
"- GO) "-
" 
"-
"- "-
'G'< 1) 'G (0) 
Each submatrix G is of order p hence n is or order pT. 
It can be shown that 
~ I ) n (Q ~ I ) + 2nFU = 2n p p FU(WO ) 
where 
GC,){exp i w.,} ] 
, 
"-
"-
"-
"-
" FUCwT_1 ) 
(3.3) 
,(3.4) 
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and so FU is a block diagonal matrix with T blocks (p x p) 
containing the spectra matrices of {~t} at frequencies wj . 
The equation (3.4) relates ~ to F
u
' the true spectra of the 
process, generally unknown. A consistent estimate of ~ is 
2n I(2M) defined as 
U 
IU ( 1) 
"-
"-
"-
"-
"-
(3.5) 
"-
"-
"-I u (A 2M _ l ) 
where the Ah's are obtained by grouping the wj's as in section 
11. (For the matrices F and I, sometimes a superscript (T) or 
(2M) is used to indicate the number of blocks in them. This 
index will be omitted when there is no danger of confusion). 
Then 
IUOh) = 1 l: Iu(W j ) and (3.6) m 
wjESh 
IU(w j ) = 
1 
wu(w. ) wU(w. ) 27T 
- ] - ] 
and wU(w. ) is the w. row of QU. 
- ] ] 
Now, 2nIU is asymptotically equivalent to ~ in the following 
sense. We assume that Fu(w j ) is constant within each Ah , 
(w j E Sh) and letting T + 00 
(3.7) 
i.e. the estimated matrix I0 2M ) will tend to the population 
one provided that the spectra are sufficiently smooth within 
bands of frequencies. Then if we allow M + 00 
2n F0 2M ) + 2n FU 
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For this asymptotic theory we need 
T + 00 (3.8) 
M + 00 (3.9) 
M/T + 0 (3.10) 
and (3.10) is required for (3.7) to be true, because 
Var [I(Ah )] ~ ~ F(Ah ). In practice some compromise is needed 
in the selection of M, because the variance of IV(Ah ) is of 
O(M/T) but the bias is of O(M-q ) where q is the exponent of 
(j) in (3.2), tsee Hannan [1970] Chapter 5), i.e. we can only 
reduce the variance of IV(A
h
) (by using a bigger m)-at the 
expense of the bias(2) To ensure as small an order of 
magnitude as is possible for the mean squared error we choose 
In the present case that implies replacing (3.10) by M/T1/2+ 0, 
which is also required for the asymptotic theory of the next 
sections. 
In the following sections we present a method of obtaining 
efficient estimators for the structural parameters of an 
econometric model proceeding from the likelihood function but 
re~lacing n by their spectral diagonalization. The efficiency 
property arises in the following sense. If the error term (V) 
was normally distributed we could write the likelihood of V 
and obtain the parameter values that maximise it. We know that 
these maximum likelihood estimators for more restrictive 
hypotheses on V than that expressed in (3.1) give consistent 
and efficient estimators (see Kendall and Stuart [1967J ). We 
can see, in a heuristic way, how a similar maximum likelihood 
theory could apply in our case by using the following double 
limiting procedure. First we assume that FV (the spectra of 
(2) Engel and Gardner [1976J have noted that in regression, 
both bias and variance of the spectra affect the mean 
square error and so it could be possible to find an optimum, 
although presumably it would be specific to the situation. 
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the error terms) can be divided in 2M bands between [-TI, TIJ 
th 
such that for the h band, which we called Sh' 
fU(W) = constant 
With this assumption we first let T (the number of 
observations) tend to 00 then w~ allow M to tend to 00 • So when 
T tends to infinity the number of parameters in the likelihood 
is finite but since we also allow M to tend to infinity finally 
the FU matrix converges to the diagonal form of n . So only in 
the limit will the likelihood contain all the information on 
the ~ process, i.e. in the limiting process we not only 
increase the number of observations but also the information 
on ~ by increasing M. This limiting process is similar to the 
one involved in the proof of the efficiency of two stage least 
squares by using principal components on the exogenous 
variables, where we not only increase T but also the number of 
principal components (see Dhrymes [1970J ). 
We can see now that, for the fixed regressor case, with this 
double limiting procedure, we have that for large T and M the 
spectral maximum likelihood estimates for the case with 
stationary errors will be equivalent to the any (time or 
frequency domain) likelihood estimates using an ARMA process 
for ~ when it exists. In these cases only in the limit will 
the spectral estimates, presented below, contain all the 
information on ~ used by the other methods. But if the finite 
parametrization of ~ is wrong or if it does not exist, the 
only efficient method is the spectral approach. Thus it seems 
that the spectral method is a general robust method of 
estimation with no asymptotic loss in efficiency in relation 
to other particular methods where their application is 
justified. What order of magnitude we need for T and M is 
another question that could be explored by Monte Carlo studies. 
The generality of the hypothesis (3.1) makes the investigation 
on models with stationary errors quite valuable at a time when 
estimation methods for particular AR, MA or ARMA process are 
proliferating. Quite a complete bibliography can be found in 
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Hendry [1976]and Nicholls et. al. [1975J for the AR and MA 
cases respectively. 
The covariance sequence of a stationary process with continuous 
spectral density can be approximated arbitrarily close by the 
covariance of an AR or MA process (see Anderson [1971J pp 411), 
therefore the analogue of the spectral method of this study in 
the time domain, will be a procedure that increases with T the 
number of parameters used in defining the U process. (See 
Amemiya [1973a] ). 
In deriving the asymptotic properties of the spectral maximum 
likelihood estimates we can drop the normality assumption on 
u and still be able to obtain the values of the structural 
parameters that maximise the same function (no longer a 
likelihood function) and obtain their asymptotic distribution 
by the use of some central limit theorems. If this distribution 
lS the same as that which we obtain under the Gaussian 
hypothesis we say that our estimates are efficient. We will 
proceed in this way using theorems due to Hannan [1970J . For 
this asymptotic theory, on dropping the normality requirement, 
we need to assume that the distribution of E has flnite moments 
up to the fourth order and that the u process is stationary to 
the same order. 
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IV Specfiml (Spectral Full Information Maxaximum Likelihood) 
Estimation. 
IV.1 The model and its likelihood function. 
The spectral estimation for the simultaneous model has been 
done by Hannan and Terrell [~973J . In this section we propose 
an alternative derivation of these estimators from the 
likelihood of the sample and we show that from the Specfiml 
formulae we can derive those corresponding to different time 
domain procedures. 
We will consider the equation system given by: 
BY' + rz' = AX' = U' 
A = (B n 
X = (Y Z) (4.1) 
where, 
B is p x p matrix of unknown coefficients 
Y is T x p matrix of observations of the 
endogenous variables 
r is p x k matrix of unknown coefficients 
Z is T x k matrix of observations of the exogenous 
variables and 
U is T x p matrix of unobserved disturbance terms. 
We assume that model is identified by zero restrictions and one 
normalizing restriction per equation and there are no 
. .. ( 3) ldentltles. 
We require that U = (~t) satisfies conditions (3.1) and (3.2) 
but in this section we use A(a) = I and G, a (p x p) positive 
definite matrix, for the covariance of ~t' We have then that 
(3) The last condition is assumed for the ease of exposition, 
but the derivations that follow can be modified to include 
systems containing identities. 
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the spectral density matrix of ~t is of the form 
F (A) = __ 1 __ (L A(j)e-ijA ) G(L A(j)e-ijA )* , 
V 2w j j 
and we require that 
A e:[-w, wJ . 
In this section we restrict ourselves to the case where the 
Zj(j = 1, ... , k) variables are exogenous, so that they are 
totally independent of ~. The theorems that we will present 
are valid only asymptotically and we will assume that the 
following limits exist: 
(T = 0, 1, 2, ... ) 
then 
(4.2) 
where M(A) is a matrix-valued function whose increments are 
Hermitian non-negative definite. To simplify notation we will 
assume that the derivative of M(A) exists, denoted by F(A), 
but this is not necessary for the existence of the theorems 
presented below - on replacing F(A) by dM(A) these still 
hold. We will also require 
to be non-singular. 
These conditions on ~t can be relaxed to the simpler 
requirements of what has been called Grenander's conditions, 
(see Hannan and Terrell [1973J page 313). 
If we apply to (4.1) the operation of vectorizing by columns 
and using 
Vec(ABC) = (ABC)v =(~' ® A)Vec B 
(4.1) can be expressed as 
(Y ® I )Vec B + (Z ® I )Vec r p p Vec (V') . (4.3) 
Using 
Cov {Vec{U')} = 
- 25 
G{O) G(1)- -- -- ---G{T-1) 
, 
"-
G' (1) G{O) ............. 
, " ...... 
...... ', ...... 
, ", 
" ',', I 
I ' '....... ' ...... G(1) 
I ......' G' (I' -1 ) - - - - - ::- G ' (1 ) , G ( 0 ) 
the likelihood of Vec{U') can be written as 
(4.4) 
~(Vec{U'» = (2n)-PT/2 Inul -1/2{exp -~ Vec{U')' n~1Vec{U')}' 
(4.5) 
In this case nU contains p2 x T parameters (of course they can 
not be estimated with only pT data points; we will deal with 
this below). In the white noise case nU is block diagonal with 
the same matrix in each block of the main diagonal (i.e. we 
deal with only p2 parameters). In the first order A R case nU 
depends only on 2 x p2 parameters {4~ Thus (4.5) is the general 
form representing the probability law of U,V if the covariance 
matrix of Vec U' has a block Toeplitz form. And the different 
time domain estimation procedures consist in postulating 
particular probability laws for ~t in order to reduce the 
p2 x T parameters of nU to a manageable number considerably 
less than pT. 
In the Specfiml estimation instead of using n- 1 we work with 
-1 -1 * (2n) (Q ~ Ip) FU (Q ~ Ip) and we assume that the spectra of 
Vec{U') can be divided in 2M frequency bands in the interval 
(O, 2n) such that they are constant in each band. This 
assumption allows us to work with F~2M) instead of F~T), i.e. 
we can reduce the p2 x T parameters in FU to p2 x 2M which 
makes the method feasible for certain values of p and k. For 
efficiency we need that in the limiting process both T and M 
tend to infinity, because if M does not, 2nF~2M) will not be 
equivalent to ~, as defined in (3.4). 
(4) Note that in both cases not all the parameters are 
different. In fact we have p{~ + 1)/2 different parameters 
in the white noise case and p + p{p + 1)/2 in the first 
order A R case. 
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We saw that as T + 00 (3.4) is true and from it 
(4.6) 
Using (4.6) the exponential term in (4.5) can be expressed as 
follows: 
exp{-4~ (Vec UI)I(Q ® Ip) F~l (Q* 
In (4.7) 
and 
®I)(VecU
'
)}. p 
(Vec UI ) I (Q ® Ip) = [Vec(UIQ)] I = [Vec(WU)] 
therefore (4.7) can be expressed 
exp{-~TI [Vec(WU)] I 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
and since F~l is the block diagonal with F~l(Wj) In the jth 
block (4.9) can be written as 
1 1 T-1 -1 
exp'{- 22TI E wu(w.) FU (w
J
,) wu(w,) j=O - J - J 
where IU(W j ) is the cross periodogram matrix of U at wj . 
Using (4.10), (4.5) can be written as: 
~ (U IV ) = (2TI)-PT/2Inul-1/2 exp{-~ E 
w. 
J 
Note that (4.11) is simpler than (4.5) since the latter 
(4.10) 
contains the inverse of n(a pT x pT matrix) and the former only 
contains T/2 + 1 matrices F~l' of order p x p. To obtain the 
likelihood of ylV we note that the Jacobian is: 
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J = (4.12) 
where BO is a block diagonal matrix with B in each non-empty 
block. 
Now, since we assume that FU(W j ) is constant in each Sh' we can 
sum over a range of frequencies and this allows substitution of 
IU(W j ) by IU(Ah ) for the frequency band Sh(w j E Sh)' We have 
T = 2Mm (4.13) 
where 2M is the number of frequency bands we use in the 
interval 0 to 2n and m is the number of periodogram ordinates 
used in each average. Note that with this summation the 
diagonalization of QU does not contain T different blocks but 
only 2M, and this is the crucial assumption in this estimation 
method to reduce the number of unknowns in QU' 
Making use of the above we can write 
/t (Y'v) = (2n)-pT/2 12n(Q'" ® Ip) FU(Q ® Ip) 1-1/2m TIBI 
(4.14) 
exp {- ~ 
From now onwards FU refers to a 2M block diagonal matrix with 
FU(Ah ), (FU(A h ) = FU(W j ) for WjE Sh) in each block. This is 
the reason for the factor m appearing in the exponent of the 
first determinant. The factor m appears in the exponential 
term because IU(Ah ) has been defined as an average. 
Equation (4.14) is, apart from the Jacobian and for large T, 
the likelihood of Vec(U'Q), 
(Q ® Ip)Vec ut = Vec(U'Q) = (Wy ~ Ip)Vec B + (Wz ~ Ip)Vec r , 
(4.15) 
and it will be interesting to consider the model 
(4.16) 
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where now the matrices Band r can be different for different 
frequency bands, to test the hypothesis that 
and 
¥-h 
as a way to ensure that (4.1) is well specified. In practice we 
will only be able to deal with very low values for 2M. 
Working with the log-likelihood we have: 
m 
= - p log(2 TI ) - rr-
m 
- 2'f""" (4.17) 
and 
for each Ah , h = 0, ... , 2M-1. Therefore 
FU(Ah ) = Iu(Ah ) = AIXX(Ah)A' = AX'~(Ah)XA' 
= BIyyOh)B' + rIZZOhH' + BIyZOhH' + rIZyOh)B' , (5)(4.18) 
and concentrating L1 with respect to FU(Ah ) we get 
1 L2 = c + log det B - 2.2M E log det IU(Ah ) 
Ah 
= c + log det B - 2~2M ~h log det AX'~(Ah)XA'.(4.19) 
Now since the frequency bands are symmetric we have 
1 M 
L2 = c + log det B - ~ E 0 log det IU(Ah ) , o 
(4.20) 
where the summation is between 0 and TI, and the factor 0 means 
that frequency bands around zerd and TI that appear only once 
must be multiplied by -}-
(5) From now on and unless otherwise specified, we define ~(Ah) 
and the FT's including the factors 1/2TImh and 1112TImh respectively. 
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The Specfiml estimates of the structural parameters are those 
values of Band r that maximize L2 . But to see more clearly 
what is involved in the maximization of L2 , it is convenient 
to note that for a error vector process of the form we are 
considering here, Rozanov [1967J section 2.6, shows that 
1 I'lT log det G = P log (2'lT) +~' log det FU(A)dA . 
-11 
A finite aproximation to it is 
(4.21) 
(4.22) 
therefore the maximization of the likelihood, L2 , amounts to 
minimizing a finite approximation to the generalized variance 
of the regular process ~t (6) underlying the disturbance term 
~t' subject to the normalization rules introduced by the 
Jacobian. Det G is also the generalized variance of the error 
in the prediction of ~t by the best linear unbiassed (b.l.u.) 
one step ahead predictor, see Rozanov [1967J , therefore in 
obtaining the Specfiml estimates of A we replace ~t by some 
feasible b.l.u. predictor. 
In fact L2 is related to the likelihood of the regular process 
in the following way. For large T, since the dependence of ~t 
on ~t-s tends to zero at s + 00, we can consider the ~t'S for 
the same sample range as the ~t'S by just ignoring the end 
effects. Therefore we could write 
-E-2 log (2'lT) 1 log det G _ 1 tr G- 1E'E.(4.22a) 
- -2- 2T 
where E = (~t). Now 
J:,tr lI u(AlF;1(Al1dA (4.22b) 
(see Whittle [1953J theorem 5). So using (4.21) and (4.22b) we 
can put {L(E,v)/T} in terms of the u's as 
(6) Note that in the vector case the regular process is defined 
up to multiplication by an arbitrary unitary matrix, but 
since the determinant of a unitary matrix is unity, the 
generalised variance is the same in all cases. 
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-p log(2n) - ~n 1 
- 4n J:/r [F~1o.)IUo.)JdA. 
(4.22c) 
The Jacobian of the transformation from the E's to the u's is 
unity, therefore (4.22c) can be seen as the log likelihood of 
U,v/ T . In fact (4.22c) is a general expression for different 
hypotheses on ~t' in particular for the white noise and AR 
cases. In those instances (4.22c) or (4.22a) are valid for any 
T(7). What we have done in (4.17) is to replace the integrals 
by summations and A by Ah , as a result of the assumption that 
FU(A) is constant within each Sh band. 
If we assume that FU is constant at all frequency bands and 
therefore we obtain the cumulative periodogram matrix by 
summing over all w. 's, the concentrated likelihood then ~s 
] 
1 
= k + log det B - --2- log det 
= k + log det B 1 
- -2- log det 
1 
T 
1 
T 
1, 
U'Q QU 
= k + log det B 1 
- -2- log det A (X~X)A' , (4.23) 
which is the concentrated likelihood used in time domain 
estimation under the white noise hypothesis (FIML estimation). 
Therefore an appealing way to see if the difference between L2 
and Lf is significant is by comparing 
(4.24) 
with the corresponding X2(~) value at certain significance 
level and reject Lf (white noise) if nf exceeds that value. 
The number of degress of freedom, ~, can be taken as the 
difference between the number of parameter used to estimate n 
under L2 , [(M - 1) p2 + p(p + 1)] , and the number used under 
(7) In the A.R. case, assuming that the initial observations 
are known to be zero. 
(8) The WU's matrices here are defined without including the 
factor 1 
I2nmh 
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Lf , [pep + 1)/2J, i.e., 
R, = (M - 1) P pep + 1) + 2 (4.25) 
Similarly L2 can be compared with the concentrated likelihood, 
L , under the hypothesis that Ut follows a vector AR, MA or o _ 
ARMA process. But in these ca'ses L2 and Lo are nested only for 
large T and M and therefore for small samples no' 
(no = 2T(L 2 - Lo ))' can be negative. In the small sample case 
it may also be necessary to correct the likelihood ratio tests 
for degrees of freedom. (9) 
Of the parametric processes mentioned, the AR one is the most 
easy to manipulate because we can apply an autoregressive 
transformation (the one postulated fior the errors) to the 
model and have it then expressed in terms of a white noise 
vector process such that the standard FIML procedure (see 
Koopmans and Hood [1953J) can be applied to it. (We call 
ARFIML the estimation procedure for that case). So, if we 
consider the first order process 
~t = R ~t-1 + ~t 
or in matrix notation 
V' = RV' + E' 
1 ' 
(4.26) 
where R is the matrix of autoregressive parameters, and is 
unrestricted and we have used the subscript 1 to denote the 
lagged value of the corresponding matrix, the transformation 
applied to (4.1) is (I - RL), where L is the lag operator. For 
that case T- 1 times the log likelihood after concentrating 
respect with G and R is (see Sargan [1961] and also Hendry 
[1970J chapter 3) 
= ka + T log det B 
= ka + T log det B -
1 
-2-
1 
-2-
T log det E'f 
T log det(AX'D(1)XA'), (4.27) 
(9) If the above tests are performed using the kernels of Lf , Lo and L2 we m~st be sure that ,we are disregarding the same 
constant term In each hypothesls. 
where 
and 
El = U' - RU' 1 
R = u'u (U'U )-1 111 
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D (1 ) = [I - X A' (AX 'X A') -1 AX' ] 1111' 
(4.28) 
(4.29) 
(4.30) 
In (4.27) the kernel of the generalized variance of the regular 
process is approximated by AX'D(1)XA', where D(1) is an 
idempotent matrix. La l can, of course, be generalized for the 
rth order error process by sustituting D(1) by D(r) in (4.27) 
and defining D(r) as: 
(4.31) 
where 
Now the generality of the formulation in (4.19) is clear. In 
Specfiml G is defined by means of the unitary idempotent 
matrices ~(Ah) and FIML and ARFIML are special cases where 
~(Ah) is assumed constant over the frequency bands and is 
taken as the unity or D(r) matrix respectively. 
In the invertible MA case we need an infinite number of lags to 
express E' in terms of U~ and the analysis is more cumbersome, 
but one possible way to proceed is be by taking only a finite 
number of terms. 
In defining L2 we have used 2M bands, but we could use a 
different number 2M+ and test if the difference in the 
likelihood is significant. But also in this case both 
hypothesis are not necessarily nested for finite M and the 
ratio test can be negative. 
So far we have assumed the same m for the 2M bands, but in 
practice it will be more convenient to use a different mh for 
each band in which case we have 
1 M mh L = c + log Idet BI - -- L 0 log det IU(Ah ) . 2 2M 0 m (4.32) 
Using (4.19) 
1 M ~ 
log Idet BI - -- E 0 -- log det A IXX(Ah)A'. 
2M 0 m 
IV.2 The first order conditions. 
(4.33) 
The values of A for which L2 pttains its global maximum will 
be the set of efficient estimates of A under the general 
assumption of a stationary vector error process. There are 
several ways to obtain these estimates. 
The one that we have followed in constructing a Fortran program 
for that purpose directly minimizes - L2 by means of the Powell 
[1964J subroutine that calculates the minimum of a function 
without using derivatives. Another way would be to obtain the 
first order conditions for the maximum of L2 and solve the 
resulting equations for the unrestricted values of A. Of course, 
these equations are non-linear and some sort of iterative 
procedure is still required if we want a coherent solution for 
all the parameters (structural and spectral) involved . 
Nevertheless, we will see below that provided we sacrifice the 
internal coherency between both sets of parameters, if the 
predetermined variables are non-stochastic and we work with 
large samples, then the first derivative equations can be 
linearized and no iteration is needed for asymptotically 
equivalent estimators. As mencioned this was not the way in 
which xhe numerical calculations were done in a Fortran program 
constructed by the author, but the first order conditions are 
needed to derive the asymptotic properties of the estimator. 
From (4.17) we have: 
LO kO - ~ E log det FU(Ah ) ~ E 
-1 AIXX(Ah)A' = - tr FU (Ah ) 2 A 2 A 
h h 
+ T log det B (4.34) 
Throughout this study a superscript u attached to (i) a Vec 
means that only those elements which correspond to unconstrained 
coefficients in Vec A are to be considered, (ii) a squar~ matrix 
means that only those rows and columns which correspond to 
unconstrained elements of Vec A are to be retained; the other 
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rows and columns are deleted. Let us call 
et> = (Vec A)u (4.35) 
where et> is a (n x 1) vector, n being the number of unrestricted 
coefficients in A. Now 
(4.36) 
and 
DJ - m I ~~l(Ah)AlXX(Ah)}vU = O. 
Ah (4.37) 
So the first order conditions are given by equations .(4.36) and 
(4.37). But following a similar approach to Durbin [1963J , 
(4.36) and (4.37) can be expressed in a more useful form. The 
equation (4.36) can be rewritten as 
(4.38) 
where 
(4.39) 
So we have: 
~M I [~~l(Ah)AIXy(Ah)B' + F~l(Ah)Alxz(Ah)r'J = I 
Ah 
and postmultiplying by (B,)-l we have 
where 
Thus 
(B' )-1 1 ~ AF-1(, )AI (')-_ 2M L. U I\h XY I\h 
Ah - ~M ~ 
= (B,)-l , (4.40) 
(4.41) 
AF-1(A)A (A )IT' U h IXZ h . 
h (4.42) 
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Note that using (4.13), (4.37) can be written as 
{[(B,)-1: OJ - ~M L F~1(Ah)AIXX(Ah)}VU = 0 
Ah 
and substituting (4.42) int'6 (4.43) we have 
where 
P' = (IT' : I) 
(4.43) 
(4.44) 
(4.45) 
The Specfiml estimators of A and FU(Ah ) must satisfy (4.38) and 
(4.44), subject to (4.45) and (4.41). Note that (4.44) can be 
written as 
(4.46) 
therefore, if the Z matrix only contains exogenous variables, 
though FU(Ah ) and P' are functions of A, changes in them 
resulting from changes in A are asymptotically negligible 
because 
(4.47) 
The consequence is that consistent estimates of FU(Ah ) and P 
are enough to obtain efficient estimates for A. We will see 
below how this applies in the ARFIML case. 
In the time domain estimation of simultaneous equation models 
under the white noise hypothesis a large number of estimators 
have been proposed, see for instance Zellner and Theil [1962J 
Rothenberg and Leenders [1964J , Brundy and Jorgenson [1971J 
Dhrynes [1973J , and in a recent paper Hendry [1976J shows 
that these estimators can be seen as different numerical ways 
of solving an expression for the Full Information Maximum 
Likelihood (FIML) estimators. Similarly from our equations 
(4.44), (4.18) and (4.45) we can define a class of spectral 
estimators for the simultaneous model with stationary errors, 
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as follows: 
FU(1)(Ah ) = I U(1)(Ah ) = A(1)IXX (Ah )A(1) 
P(3) = (IT(3) : I) 
(ii) (4-.4-8) 
(Hi) 
where the subscript numbers mean that different estimators 
could be used in each equation (in fact the class can be 
enlarged by using other estimation procedure for spectra then 
the proposed cumulative periodogram; for a variety of these 
spectra estimates see Hannan [1970J section 5.4-). Any of the 
estimators defined in (4-.4-8) can be seen as a way of 
approximating the first order conditions for Specfiml and these 
estimators will have, in general, different statistical 
. . -1 propertles for small samples, but provlded FU(1)(Ah ) and P(3) 
are consistent estimates, the asymptotic distribution of A(2) 
will be the same, i.e. there is no need to iterate. In Specfiml 
we iterate upon (4-.4-4-), (4-.18) and (4-.4-5) to obtain estimates 
of A, FU(Ah ) and P that are mutually consistent for any sample 
size. 
The equations (4-.4-8) appear to be a generalization of those 
equations corresponding to quite a variety of Time Domain 
procedures. If the errors are white noise and therefore 
(4-.4-9) 
(4-.4-8(i» can be written as 
(4-.50) 
Similarly (4-.4-8(ii» can be written in terms of w as j 
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and so 
(4.51) 
and (4.50), (4.51) and (4.48(iii» correspond to the equations 
given by Hendry [1976Jfor the FIML case. 
For the first order AR case as defined in (4.26) we have that 
FU1 (A) = 2n(I - R' e iA ) G-1 (I _ Re- iA ) 
= 2n[G-1- R
'
G- 1 e iA _ G-1 Re- iA + e iAR
'
G-1 Re- iAJ .(4.52) 
Noting 
we have that 
and 
-iw' 
= Wx (w .) wZ' (w . ) e ] 
- ] - ] 
IXZ (w.) + OO/IT) , 
1 ] 
e -iWj iWj IXZ(wj)e = I
X1Z1 
(Wj) + 0(1/ T) 
(4.53) 
(4.54) 
(4.55) 
If we substitute (4.52) in (4.48(i», make use of (4.52), 
(4.53) and (4.54), do the summation over w. and multiply by T ] 
we have 
(4.56) 
where the asymptotically vanishing terms have been dropped. 
Using A(2)X ' - R(4)A(2)Xi = E(2 )' we have 
{ -1 I I R' G- 1 E' Z pI }VU = G(1)E(2)ZP (3) - (4) (1) (2) 1 (3) o , (4.57) 
or using 
for R, = 0 
- - R' = 1 
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(4.57) can be written as 
(4.58) 
Throughout this study a subscript ~ on a U, V, X, Y or Z matrix 
denotes an ~ period lag. 
In fact (4.58) is valid for the rth order case if we define 
= - I, R,(l) - R' R,(r) = R' 
- 1'····' r (4.58a) 
where R. are the parameter matrices of the autoregressive ] 
process and they are assumed to be unrestricted. 
Once we use a finite parametrization of the error process (that 
does not change with T), the number of unknows in the 
likelihood function is constant for any sample size. Therefore 
in the AR case the standard maximum likelihood theory applies 
and we will show that (4.58) are the maximum likelihood normal 
equations and that they allow a simplification [compare Hendry 
[1976J formula (55(i»] of the normal equations compared to 
the more general case with lagged endogenous variables, this 
simplification consists of replacing X~ (in the general case) 
by Z~P(3) (in the fixed predetermined variables case) for 
~ ~ 1, because the omitted terms are asymptotically negligible. 
Proof 
In order to show that, consider the reduced form model in the 
rth order AR case, 
Y' = - B-1 rz' + B-1U' = nz' + V' (4.59) 
where 
(4.60) 
(4.61) 
(4.62) 
and 
(4.63) 
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° . th 1 . 0, If ~o G . h 1 where ~t ~s the t co umn ~n E. :t are auss~an t e og 
likelihood function can be written as 
Lr = Kr - t log det GO - t tr {Go-1Eo'Eo}. (4.64) 
Note that it does not matter to write Lr in terms of ~ , GO and 
the SkIS or in terms of ~ , G, and Rk's, because since we assume 
no restrictions on the G and Rk's matrices, we have that for 
A "" "" 
any set of",,~ , GO, and SkIS estimates we can determine uniquely 
,., 
the G and Rk's matrices by 
(4.65) 
and 
A A AO ~ 
G = B G B' (4.66) 
From (4.64) we have that the first order conditions for the 
maximum likelihood estimates of ~ are given by 
A O 
tr {Go-1 EO, oE } 
or. ] 
and (4.67) can be written as 
=0,j=1, .•. ,n 
AO 1 ""0 ° oEAO "'0-1 ° ~~o tr {G - (E ' - E ') --- } = - tr {G E' uL } o~ ~~j ~J 
Using (4.61) and (4.59) replacing the true values by 
estimates we have that 
.... 0 O~t A r on r A(k) A oII + L Sk .§lL ~ = -~ ~t o~ . ~t-k = L S ~t-k k=1 k=O o~ . ] ] ] ] 
(4.67) 
(4.68) 
the 
, (4.69) 
where §(k) ~s defined as in (4.58a) replacing R(k) by ~(k) and 
otherwise. (4.70) 
Using a Taylor series expansion for (4.68) we get: 
"" (10) vq(t_k) is the (q, t) element ~n Vk. 
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,., A 1 AO 0 ~Eo 
tr {Go - (E' - E ') ~} 
n 
= E {tr ;30-1 
j =1 
r 
+ E 
k=1 
] 
where the + represents some point between [~, S1' .... ' SrJ and 
[~, s1' .... ' Sr J. 
Now since we assume that the model is identified, the maximum 
likelihood estimators are consistent (see corollary T-2 Sargan 
[1972J) and we have 
[ [ 
+' A]l . 1 "'0-1 eEo eEo p hm tr Cl' G r-;p:- 8T""} = 
T + 00 ] l 
['~~] , (4.72) On the other hand, using (4.69) noting that lS a row in AO 
can write 
e~i 
eE le~. we l 
tr { 80 - 1 +' A} t+0 - 1 eEo +' 'IT'] eEo eEo eSk ( R, ,q) e~ i = eSk(R"q) z~ l 
r [80 - 1 eEo + ' A l· en' A + E tr Zk s' (4.73) eSk(R"q) ~ k k=1 l 
Using (4.70) and the convention In (4.58a), but for Sk' we have 
that (4.73) equals to 
- E tr --r { err' 
k=O e~i 
S(k)' 80 - 1 d +(k)' z ) 
-q ~q k' (4.74) 
where d lS a (p x 1) column 
-g. th 
except In the q element 
th . ,+ q row In Vk ' 
calculated for 
vector with zeros everywhere 
.. + (k)' . that lS unlty, and v lS 
-q 
where the + means that the v's have been 
+ . ~ = ~ , and the subscrlpt k that the 
the 
corresponding matrix has been lagged k times. 
Now v+(k)'Z is a row vector and its jth element is given by 
-q k 
so 
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T + 
L (vq(t_k) z]'(t_k»/T = D(l//T) 
t=l 
tr{GO-1 oEo +' o~O} = DO//T) . 
oSk( R, ,q) o<P i 
Therefore for large T (4.68) can be written as: 
n [00 - 1 oEo +' OEO) /T L lI<P j tr -T-~ 4- = j=l ] l 
r EO'Z 
(4.75) 
(4.76) 
L tr [GO- 1 k oIT' A(k)'] 4- S i = 1, .... , n(4.77) k=D /T l 
where the LHS has been written using (4.71) and (4.72) and 
dropping the asymptotically vanishing terms according to (4.76) 
and the RHS has been written using (4.69). 
Reversing the Taylor series expansion we have that the first 
order conditions for the maximum, according to (4.77) can be 
written as 
r {A(k)' Ao_l AO' oIT' }_ L tr S G E Zk o~, - 0, j = 1, .... , n 
k=D ~] 
For our case, in which the model is identified by zero (4.78) 
restrictions, and therefore the elements of <P are the 
unrestricted elements of A we have that 
so 
oII A_l 
= B ~ 
"",] 
oII 
~k s, 
A_l 
B or ~k s, 
and 
Now the equations in (4.78) can be written as 
r [ [OIT ]]' A(k),AO l Ao' k~D vec o<Pj vec(S G - E Zk) = 0, j = 
(4.79) 
1, ... , n 
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{ r A ® B,-1) vec(s(k)'GO-1~0'Zk) }u or E (P = 0, k=O 
{ }v A A fA A, A U or E B,-1 s (k) Go - 1Eo Zk P ' = 0 k 
={ r 
A ,., A. • A A A ",.. ,." A U 
E B,-1 B'R(k) B,-1 B'G-1 BB-1 E'Z P' = 0 
k k 
A 
with B- 1 and cancelling B we get (4.58). 
End of proof. 
Going back to the Specfiml estimators, whose normal equations 
are those defined in (4.44), it is possible to specify a 
Spectral Three-Stage Least Squares (Spec 3SLS) estimator that 
will be computationally cheaper than_Specf~ml but with the 
same asymptotic characteristics. If P and Iu(Ah ) are consistent 
estimators of P and FU(Ah ) - for example they can be obtained 
from a Two Stage Least Squares (2SLS) estimation of A -, if we 
introduce the normalizing conditions 
A = (B t : r) - (I : 0) = At - (I : 0) (4.80) 
and if we vectorize (4.44) and cancel (2M)-1, the Spec 3SLS, 
~3S' are given by 
~3S 
IV.3 The second order conditions. 
Io obtain the asymptotic distribution of the Specfiml estimators, 
A, note that from (4.44), (4.46) and (4.18) we have 
A 
IT(~-~ ) 
(4.82) 
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Noting that 
XI = pz l + (Vo I) (4.83) 
where V is defined in (4.59) using (3.1) for U, we have 
IZX(Ah ) = W~(Ah) WX(Ah ) 
= W~(Ah)WZ(Ah)P' + [W~(Ah)WV(Ah) oJ ,(4.84) 
and using (4.47), the last term in the RHS of (4.84) is 
asymptotically negligible. Making use of all that and following 
Hannan [1970J pp. 487-90 we have that 
p lirn ~M [fh P 'ZX(-'h) • Iii'('h)]" 
~ ~TI ~:/FZZ(-»P' • F~l(» d' r . (4.85) 
By the Hannan theorem (see Hannan [1970J , pp. 442 and 487-492) 
has an asymptotic multivariate normal distribution with 
variance-covariance matrix given by 
. ]u 
-1 
FU CA) dA. ' 
(4.86) 
(4.87) 
therefore IT (~ - ~) has an asymptotically multivariate normal 
distribution with zero means and variance covariance matrix as 
1 TI 1 u ~ J ] -1 2TI -TI PFZZ(-A)P I @ F~ (A) dA . (4.88) 
The covariance matrix can be consistently estimated by 
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-1 
u 
(4.89) 
The equation can be derived from the Hesian as follows: 
[- [M] IXZ(Ah)p] v 1 -1 u lIq = 2M 1: IU (Ah) 
Ah 
[- 1 " -1 ] vec (lIA)] u = 2M 1: [p IzX(-Ah ) ® IU (Ah ) 
Ah 
so 
(4.90) 
~$ , = [- ~M (4.91) 
and using (4.84) we can omit the asymptotically negligible 
terms in (4.91) and we get 
~ Cl 2L [- ~M -1 ] u Hessian 2 1: P IZZ(-Ah)P' = a<j>' = Cl<j> Cl<j> , = @ IU (Ah) 
Ah ! -~M [ih -1 1 " r p )' } u = (P @ I ) IzZ(-Ah ) @ IU (Ah) (P @ p 
(4.92) 
and the proposed consistent estimator of (4.88) lS minus the 
inverse of the Hessian. 
There is no difficulty in proving that we get the same 
asymptotic distribution for ;r-(<j>3S - <j». Also, and because of 
(4.47), (4.88) is the asymptotic variance of the Specfiml 
estimators when the FU(Ah ) matrices are known. 
Once again, we have that the Specfiml expression for the 
asymptotic variance lS a general'one and from it we can obtain 
the variances for the cases when the errors are white noise or 
follow an AR process, by just substituting (4.49) or (4.52) 
into (4.88) and observing (4.2). Similarly (4.89) is a general 
expression for a consistent estimator of those variance-
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covariance matrices, if we make use of expressions similar to 
those in (4.53) to (4.55) and that the sum of the periodogram-
crossperiodogram matrices over all the frequencies is T!2n 
times the sample covariance matrix. 
In particular, for the first order AR case - a generalization 
to a higher order does not present additional problems - if we 
do in (4.88) the substitutions mentioned above we get 
[p GZ(O)PI 8 G- 1 - P GZ(-l)P ' 8 R' G- 1 - P GZ(-l)P' 8 G-1R 
-1 
+ P GZ(O)P I 8 R'G-1R] u (4.93) 
We will prove now that (4.93) is the asymptotic variance of the 
maximum likelihood estimator when the errors follow a first 
order AR process. 
Proof 
From our previous discussion of the general AR case, we have 
that if we call this variance 2-1 , the (i, j) elements of 2 is 
• [ 0 -1 a EO I a EO J 
- p hm tr G a</> j a</> i = E; i j , 
and using (4.69) and the convention set up in (4.58a) 
[
- 0 1 aEo I aEo ] tr G - -------
a</>. a</>. ] ~ 
= tr [i anI S(£)I Go- 1 ~ ~ 
(vec ]' r r an = L: L: a</>i z I £=0 k=O k 
Now using (4.79) 
L: s(k) !!L Zl Z J 
k a</>. k £ ] 
z£ • s<i)'GO - 1s<kl(vec ;~J. 
(4.94) 
(4.95) 
_ = p lim I ~ ~=O 
= p lim I ~ 
LQ,=o 
[ 
r r 
- 1: 1: 
Q,=O k=O 
r 
1: (P ® 
k=O 
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(4.96) 
~-1 
and we can see that (4.93) is the expression for ~ -when r = 1. 
End of proof. 
Summing up these results we have that an important 
characteristic of the simultaneous model with only exogenous 
variables in the set of predetermined variables, is that the 
asymptotic variance of the structural estimators does not 
depend on the variance of the estimators of the parameters of 
the error process i.e. for large T the Hessian is block-
diagonal, and we have seen how this applies for Specfiml, FIML 
and ARFIML. This result is a generalization of the asymptotic 
efficiency of the GLS with a consistent estimator for the 
covariance matrix, in the context of the multiple regression 
system. On the order hand we have that for the variance of the 
parameters of the covariance matrix of ~t we only need to 
consider the south-east corner of the Hessian. In particular 
for the AR case, if we use 
the general formula for the variance of e is: 
[~) 1J} 
(4.97) 
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and in the present case since 
(l2L 
P lim (lp(l~1 + 0 ,(see (4.76)) 
(4.97) collapses to 
(4.98) 
(l2L 
For the first order case the typical element (lp(lpl lS given by 
1[ ~ (lEo I j 1 I @ G- Vec B (lS ' (4.99) 
(~,q) 
and using (4.70) and passing from the reduced to the structural 
form we end up with 
(UIU )-1 @ G 
1 1 (4.100) 
wr expression (4.100) can be compared with formula (11) in 
Hendry [1971J to see the gain in simplicity that we get when 
all the predetermined variables are exogenous. 
IV.4 The Hannan and Terrell procedure. 
The Hannan-Terrell procedure consists of solving the 1st order 
conditions for Specfiml. Their method can be explained as 
follows. To solve (4.44) we will use a first order Taylor serles 
expansion approximation as 
or 
= (-q) 
r 
-1 
= 4>r - H (q)r 
where H is the Hessian, and (q) the first derivatives 
(4.101) 
. r th 
calculated uSlng the results from the r iteration. For H they 
use 
1 
2M 
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and previously we have seen that this is a valid approximation 
when Z only contains exogenous variables. q is as (4.44) but 
reformulated as 
1 (- 2M 
1 
+ (- 2M 
A '" A 
or using [0 r] P = r, as 
1 A '" 1 '" 
- 2M I: P ® F~ (Ah)B 
Ah 
1 I: PIZZ(-Ah)P' 
- 2M 
Ah 
(4.102) 
VecO yz ) 
® 
"'_1 
FU Oh) Vec [0 rJ~11~4.103) 
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V The Specfiml estimation with inadequate sample size. 
In the appendix to a recent paper Sargan [1975J shows that for 
the simultaneous model as defined in (4.1) but with white noise 
errors, the FIML estimators are not well defined when T < P + k. 
Here we show that for the general case of stationary errors, 
the Specfiml estimators are not well defined if for some band 
Sh' mh < p + k. 
We consider 
1, 
g = log det (AoX'Q (Ah)Q(Ah)XA~) 
that is. the log det term in the concentrated likelihood (L 2 ) 
replacing A by Ao. If g is - 00 for any h then L2 becomes + 00, 
and of course is very large for A close to A . Now 
o 
1, 
det(AoX'Q (Ah)Q(Ah)XA~) = 0 
if and only if for some complex vector n 
Q(Ah)XA~ n = 0 
and writing 
A' n = et 
o 
we have that 
There will exist a suitable complex et if 
(5.1) 
mh < P + k (5.3) 
and then if we can find an Ao matrix satisfying the restrictions 
of the model such that 
(5.4) 
and (5.3) holds, the first term, after the constant, of L2 is 
finite and the second is infinite, so that the likelihood has 
no maximum. If we can also show that there are an infinite set 
of Ao satisfying the conditions then the estimator can be 
considered to be unidentified. 
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If (5.3) is true for h = 0 or M we can show that a is real. 
For example if h = 0 we have that the frequencies concerned are 
(12) Wj' j = -(m
a
- 1)/2, .... 0, .... , +(m
a
- 1)/2 . If we now take 
a square matrix J which reverses the order of the rows of a 
matrix (J has all its elements zero except those on its 
transverse diagonal), then 
J QO ) = Q1T)" 
a a 
Thus 
J Q(Aa)X ~ = Q(AO)X a = 0 
Now taking the conjugate of this equation 
(5.5) 
The vector ~ may be purely imaginary. If so, multiply (5.2) by 
i, and one then has an equation with a real ~. If, on the other 
hand, ~ has a non-zero real part, then adding (5.2) and (5.5) 
we have 
QO )X(a + a") = 0 
a -
and since ( a + a) is real one can take (5.2) for a real. 
Then we can solve (5.1) as in Sargan [197 5J or as we do below 
for the other bands but considering only a set of equations. 
Note that with ~ real, (5.2) can be split in 2 mh equations 
mh for the real part of Q(Ah ) and mh for the imaginary part, 
but since the band is symmetric around zero only mh equations 
are different. 
Similarly for h = M. 
For other values of h we have to consider ~ as complex, and 
it s~ems simpler to separate real and imaginary parts. We have 
from (5.1) 
~R (5.6) 
We need to consider given ~R and ~I ' whether we can find Aa' ~R 
and ~I such that (5.6) is satisfied. This is a more difficult 
(12) We are assuming that the mh's are odd. 
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problem than the previous one since we must satisfy both sets 
of equations. To deal with it we split Ao (Bo: ro) 
~R = (~R : rR) , ~i = (~i ! ri) and assume that every column 
of the ro matrix has two elements which may be non-zero. 
We attempt to choose A = (B+ : r ) where B+ is the true B 
o 0 
matrix. This has the advantage that it satisfies the a priori 
constraints and det B+ + O. 
Then we must have 
B +' ~R = ~R (5.7) 
+ ' §I B ~I = 
and this determines ~R and ~I as linear functions of ~R and ~I. 
NOw, take ro as any matrix satisfying the zero restrictions and 
consider 
r' o 
r' o 
(5.8) 
~I = Yr 
Now we can take the jth row of r~ and without loss in generality 
we can assume that two non-zero elements in it(13) appear in 
columns one and two and so, noting ro = [coR,j]' we have 
nR1 c o1j + nR2 c 02j YRj 
(5.9) 
In (5.9) we have two linear equations with (at least) two 
unkowns c
o1j and c 02j to be determined. The solution is only 
impossible if 
(13) To ensure at least one solution it is enough to consider 
two non-zero elements. 
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and since the n's have an absolutely continuous distribution 
that will happen with probability zero. 
If one row of r' has more than two non-zero elements we have 
o 
an infinite number of solutions for the corresponding c n"s 
o~J 
and therefore an infinite number of A matrices satisfying 
(5.1). 
The treatment of h + 0, M is unnecessary if mh = m, h=O, .•. ,M, 
for in these cases it is enough that the determinants 
corresponding to h = 0 and M can be made zero by feasible 
choices of the A matrix. 
Summing up the preceeding discussion we can state the following 
theorem: 
Theorem 5.1: If in the model (4.1) each exogenous variable 
appears at least in two equations, the reduced form errors have 
every conditional distribution absolutely continuous, and if 
(5.3) is true, the probability that (5.4) and (5.1) are not 
satisfied is zero. 
If at least one exogenous variable appears in more than two 
equations there exists an infinite number of A matrices for 
o 
which theorem 5.1 is true. 
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VI The estimation of the multiple regression model with 
stationary errors and lagged endogenous variables. 
In this section we derive the spectral estimators for a 
multiple regression model that besides a set of exogenous 
variables also contains r lagged values of the dependent 
variable as regressors. This model can be expresed as 
- eL Y + XS + U r ~r 
(6.1 ) 
where l is the observation vector of the endogenous variable, 
l~ is the vector y lagged ~ periods, and X is the observation 
. (14) 
matrix (T x k) of the exogenous varlables, eL 1 , ... , eLr and 
S are the coefficients to be estimated and ~ =[utJ is a purely 
non-deterministic stationary process with finite dispersion and 
can be represented as 
00 
u = ~ a. Et . 
t j =0 ] -] (6.1a) 
where Et is an independent and identically distributed random 
variable with variance 0 2 • We require that 
00 
~ 
j=O 
The spectral density of u is 
fU W ~ ~: l~ aj eij ,] [~aj e~ij>] 
and we also require that 
f CA) ~ c > 0 
U 
AE [-'IT, 'IT]. 
(6.1b) 
(6.1c) 
(6.1d) 
If the model had no lagged endogenous variables, we could 
require that the exogenous variables satisfy the Grenander 
(14) Note the difference in terminology with respect the 
simUltaneous equations model where X is the observation 
matrix of all the variables in the model. 
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conditions (see Hannan [1970J pp. 77-79, 219-216) and we would 
be able to derive the asymptotic properties of the spectral 
estimators for S. But for the case of model (6.1) we require 
the following further assumptions: 
A 6.1 The autoregressive process involving the dependent 
variable is stable, i.e. the roots of 
lie outside the unit circle. 
A 6.2 The vector process {~t} lS stationary to the fourth 
order with absolutely continuous spectra and 
where FX(A) lS the spectral density matrix of the variables 
in X and 
1 T GX(T) = lim T L ~t Xl T = 0, 1, 2, ... T->-oo t=l -t+T 
00 
L 
-00 
1 j 1 IIGx(T) 11 < 00 (6.2) 
{xt} also has fourth cumulant function that satisfies 
00 IK~jk:n(O, L L L T1 , T 2' T 3) 1 < 00 , (6.3) T1 , T 2' T3 = _00 
and GX(O) is non-singular. 
Assumptions A 6.1 and A 6.2 together with those on {Ut} are 
required to ensure that the scalar process {Yt} is stationary 
to the fourth order with absolutely continuous spectra and 
satisfies relations similar to (6.2) and (6.3), as required 
for the asymptotic theory presented below. 
A 6.3 lim T/M4 ->- 0 
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In the derivation of the Spec LS(15) estimator for (6.1) we 
need to replace the average periodogram of a filtered (lagged) 
series by the average periodogram of the unfiltered series 
multiplied by the square of the gain of the filter and to 
ensure it does not produce a bias in the estimates we need 
A 6.3. This is the same requirement used in Hannan [1967J and 
Hannan [1970J section VII.7 f~r the derivation of the so called 
'inefficient Hannan estimator' for the distributed lag 
relationship. The consequence is that now M must satisfy 
2 4 M IT + 0 and TIM + 0 and therefore it must be carefully chose~ 
It is possible that following work by Khatri [1965J and Wahba 
[1968J we could relax the above conditions assuming that the 
true series are Gaussian. And perhaps a further relaxation 
using Brillinger [1969J (see also Hannan &; Thomson [1971J ), 
is possible but we do not pursue it any further. 
Under the hypothesis of a finite AR or AM process for {Ut} , 
the efficient estimation procedures known for these cases (see 
for instance, Sargan [1964J and Hannan and Nicholls [1972J 
respectively) (16)also assume A6.1, but in them A6.2 can be 
replaced by the Grenander conditions on the exogenous variables, 
and A6.3 is not required at all. The point is that in those 
cases, in order to maximize an asymptotically valid a 
approximation of the log likelihood 
112 
C - 2 log 0 2 - 2 E'E/o 
the advantage of the explicit parametrisation of {Ut} is used 
and an estimate of fu(A h ) is not required. But once a particular 
process is not specified an estimate of fu(A h ) is required and 
since (6.1) contains an autoregressive relation in the 
endogenous variable the conditions A6.2 and A6.3 are needed 
for the asymptotic theory presented below. 
(15) This is our terminology for the estimators proposed in 
this section. 
(16) For an extension to the multivariate regression model with 
lagged endogenous variables and vector MA errors, see 
Nicholls [1975J . 
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VI.l Alternative likelihood functions. 
Augmenting the X matrix with the r, y~ vectors we could obtain 
the spectral estimators of the a's and e as in Section IV 
beginning from the likelihood 
but the Hannan theorem does not apply and it is difficult to 
obtain the asymptotic properties of such estimators. Therefore 
we derive the spectral estimators using a set of stronger 
assumptions that enable us to operate from an alternative form 
of the likelihood of w • 
-u 
On mUltiplying (6.1) by g'(w j ) we obtain: 
a
o 
w (w.) + a 1w (w.) + .•. + a w (w.) y ] Yl ] r Yr ] = wX' (w . ) S + w (w.) , - ] - u ] 
(6.5) 
that can be expressed as 
a (w .) w (w.) = w' (w . ) e + w (w.) + 0 (1 l,!of) ] y ] -X ] - u ] (6.6) 
where 
a(w j ) = a o +a1 exp(iw j ) + a 2 exp (2iw j ) + ... + a r exp(riw j ) . 
(6. 7 ) 
The residual term in (6.6) is 
1 {r=l 
- L: 
,!of s=O 
a s +1 exp[iw.(s+l)J [~ y~ ] ~=-s exp(iw.~)- ~ y~ exp(iw.~)J} ] ~=T-s ] 
(6.8 ) 
and since the expression in curly brackets only contains a 
finite number of terms, it is of order one, hence the whole 
expression is 0(1/T1/2 ). As a result the standard deviation of 
the residual term is 0(M/T1/2 ) (see Hannan [1970J p. 493) and 
therefore its contribution is negligible. 
Using the results of Section III for large T, we have 
,t(:::u) = c(det D)-1/2 exp [- t L: I (w.)/f (w.)] j u ] u ] (6.9 ) 
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where D is a diagonal matrix with f (w.), (j = 0, 1, ... , T-l), 
u ] 
in the main diagonal. Then 
= c IT 1a,(w.)I(det D)_1/2exp [- 1 l: I (w.)/f (w.)l j ] 2 j u ] u ] J 
(6.10) 
where I (w.) is given by 
u ] 
I (w.) = a(w.) I (w.) a,(w.) - a(w.) I'X(w.)S 
u ] ] y ] ] ] ~y ] ~ 
- 13' IX (w.) a,(w.) + 13' IXX(W')S + 0(1/1T) , 
~~YJ ] ~ J~ (6.11) 
and IT 1a,(w.)1 is the Jacobian of the transformation. The log j ] 
likelihood is 
L(w) = cl + l: logla,(w.)1 - 12 E log f (w.) - 12 E I (w.)/f (w.). 
~y j ] j u ] j u ] u ] 
(6.12) 
Assuming that f (w.) is constant within bands(17) we obtain 
u ] 
L(~y) = cl + ~ log 1a,(wj)1 - ~ ~ log fu(A h ) - ~ ~ Iu(Ah)/fu(Ah ), 
(6.13) 
and I (w.) as defined in (6.11). 
u ] 
Now, since we are assuming continuity and using assumption 
A6.3, we can replace (6.13) by 
L2 = c 2 + m ~ log 1a,(Ah)1 - ~ ~ log fu(Ah) - ~ ~ Iu(Ah)/fu(Ah)' 
(6.14) 
(18 ) (6.15) 
(17) As before we split T (number of observations) as T = 2Mm, 
where 2M are the number of bands between -7T and 7T and m 
(18) 
- we assume is odd - the number of periodogram ordinates 
in each band. 
The difference between I (Ah ) and I (A h ) as an estimate of fu(A h ) is that in the fo~mer we appYy a rectangular 
spectral window to the residual periodogram calculated as 
in (6.11), whereas in the latter we calculate a residual 
periodogram by applying the regression filter to the 
smoothed periodograms of the y and X variables . 
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(6.16) 
+ X = (~ X) and (6.17) 
I + +(Ah ) denotes the average periodogram matrix for the X X 
variable in X+. That replacing L(w ) by L2 simply omits terms 
~y 
with negligible asymptotic contribution under the present 
assumptions, can be shown using an argument similar to that 
employed in Hannan [1970J pp. 492-495, by putting our smoothed 
estimator for the spectra (the average periodogram, FFT In 
Hannan's terminology) in terms of the sample covariances and a 
lag window (Hannan [1970J pp. 275-6). Finally, to reconcile L2 
with L4 defined in (6.4) we need to show that the difference 
of the Jacobians is asymptotically negligible, and we show that 
in the Appendix for the more general case of simultaneous 
systems. 
Now differentiating L2 with respect to fu(A h ) we have 
= 
and equating to zero gives 
Concentrating L2 with respect to fu(A h ) we obtain 
2M-l 
+ m l: 
h=O 
where Iu(Ah ) lS 
to make use of 
2M-l 
2M-l 
log a(-Ah ) - ~ l: 2 h=O 
defined as In (6.15). 
2M-l 
To obtain 
l: log I a (Ah) I = l: log a(-Ah ) h=O h=O 
(6.19) 
(6.18) 
(6.19) 
we have 
VI. 2 The S:f2ec LS estimator and its asym:f2totic distribution. 
Let us call 
S' ) , a
o 
= 1 (6.20) 
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(6.22) 
From (6.15) we have: 
and so 
l/cd- Art = [1IiU Oh)] !~X+ (Ah ) r Oh) 
- [CI.(-Ah ) iUOh )] -1 ~' IXX+Oh) rOh) • (6.23) 
To obtain the first order conditions for the maximum of L3 
subject to the constraint that Cl. = 1, we impose that condition 
(19 )0 
by a Lagrange multiplier, A, and form 
where ~1 is a lx(r + 1 + k) vector with one in the first row 
and zeros everywhere else~ 
Now 
(6.25) 
The first term in the RHS of (6.25) can be expressed using 
(6.23) as 
l:: [ lIIu Oh)] 
aCl.(-Ah ) !~X+(Ah) rOh) m 
° h ay 
l:: [lIIu Oh)] 
dCl.(-Ah ) [1 I Cl. ( - Ah )] ~ , IXX+Oh ) rOh)' (6.26) - m 
° h dr 
(19) Note that A is a scalar. We use a capital letter for the 
multiplier to avoid confusion with Ah . 
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and the second as 
.. art (-Ah ) 
= m L [l/Iu O h )] I + + Oh) r(Ah ) h are X X 
.. [ aa(-A h ) = m L [l/Iu(Ah )] 0 I' + Oh) r(Ah ) h ar ~yX 
(6.27) 
Therefore, doing the appropriate cancellations we get 
.. aa(-A ) 
m L [1/1 Oh)] h 
h u aye 
(6.28) 
Using 
(6.29) 
and (6.30) 
- m 
(20) Note that 
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Define 
(6.31) 
Arguing as we did after (6.17) we have that 
can, in the limit, be simplified. To do that note that 
(6.33) 
Using (6.6) and relying on the continuity assumption, in the 
limit w (A h ) can be replaced by -y 
(6.34) 
. 1 1, 
Using (6.34) and neglect~ng a(A
h
) WX(Ah ) ~u(Ah)' !xy(Ah ) can 
be expressed as 
(6.35) 
and making use of it 
(6.36) 
Then 
= - m J rO + 2A ~1 (6.37) 
where 
(6.38) 
and equating (6.37) to zero we get 
(6.39) 
Substituting (6.39) into the first order condition for A and 
solving for A after equating to zero we have 
A - m ( 'J-1 )-1 
- '2 ~1 ~1 (6.40) 
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and then 
yO (::1 J- 1 -1 J- 1 = ::1) ::1 (6.41) 
Splitting J as 
r: :'1 
(21) 
J = (6.42) 
from (6.41) we have that 
.... 
= _ p-l Y 12 (6.43) 
where 
'" '" '" '" 
.... y = (c/'1 c/'r 13 1 f3 k )' = (~' - @')' .(6.44) 
Then 
~L i ~ 1 (Ah) 1 ~ (Ah) 1-2! 1 § , I XX (Ah ) § ~1: L [i u ( Ah ) ~ ( - \ ) ] -1! 1 § , I XX ( Ah )] -1 '" h I h Y=-·· '" ----"'-1---··--~ ~ [1IIu (Ah)] [1IC/,(Ah)] IXX(Ah) @~1: ~ [1IIu (Ah)] IxX(Ah) I 
~~ [l/:u(Ah)] [l/~(-Ah)J!l §' !XyOh)J L [11 Iu (Ah ) ] h y Oh ) h 
~ - ~ [:t/~u (Ah ,] P~ ('h )IXX(Ah' P, (Ah ,r' [~[lI~u (Ah'] P~ (Ah' !Xy ('h ,] , 
(6.45) 
where P~(Ah) lS d~fined as 
instead of ~(-Ah)~' and 
!1 = ~1 (-Ah ) = [eXP(-iAh ) 
To obtain (6.45) from (6.43) we have to rewrite 12 using (6.35). 
('21) The P matrix here is different to the one defined in (4.45). 
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If we express P as 
and if as argued just before (6.34) we use 
(6.48) 
1, 
and if we neglect the term (1/a(-Ah))WX(Ah)~u(Ah)' (6.45) can 
be written as 
(6.49) 
If we note that matrix 81 81' applied to f (A), gives us the ~ ~ y 
spectra matrix of Y1' ..• ' y and that 81 applied to f'x(A) r ~ ~y 
gives us the cross-spectra matrix between Y = (Y1'···' Y
r
) and 
X, we can see that what we are doing in (6.49) is to remove 
from Iyy(Ah ) and !yy(Ah ) the effect due to noise, i.e. the 
intensity of the regressors other than the purely exogenous 
ones has been corrected by subtracting the part that is 
correlated with the noise of the equation. For our particular 
model, provided it is well specified, the sensible correction 
to do is to replace Iyy(Ah ) and ~yy(Ah) by 
A 
(1/I a (Ah )1 2 ) !1~' Ixx(Ah ) S ~1 and 
A A (6.50) 
(1/I a (Ah ) 12) !1~' IXx(Ah ) S 
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respectively, and we can refer to this as the endogenization 
of the lagged endogenous variables. 
To obtain the asymptotic properties of y note that from (6.30a) 
... ~ (1/~UOhl)(l/~(->hll !1~' IxxtOhlr" y = (l/Iu (Ah » Ixxt(Ah ) 
~ A A !X/>hlJ ( 1 /Iu Oh ) ) ( 1 I a ( - Ah ) )'~ 1 ~ I t-1 = - p E ' (6.50a) (1/Iu Oh» ~Xy Oh) 
and using ~Xy(Ah) = - Ixxt(Ah)Y + ~Xu(Ah)' (6.50a) can be 
written as 
A 
IT (r 
( 1 t) -1 [ ) .. = - 2M P 1T/2M Eu (6.51) 
Under the present assumptions,and arguing along the lines of 
Hannan [1970J pp. 492-95, we have that asymptotically we can 
replace /T/2M p by /T/2M p ,where p is defined as ~ but 
-u -u \ -u ~u 
replacing Iu(Ah ) by Iu(Ah ). Then by the Hannan theorem 1T/2M Eu 
is asymptotically normally distributed with zero mean and 
variance covariance matrix given by 
v = 
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j;, 
-'IT 
1 e 6'S'F (A)S 
f (A) .la.(A) 12~1~1~ X ~ 
u 
dAJ: 2 'IT 
-'IT 
= 
j;. 'IT 1 ,~ 1 1 f 0.) .0.0.) FXO) ~~1 dA fi fTIT FXO) dA 
u u 
-'IT -'IT 
(6.52) 
where P1(A) is defined as P1 (Ah )_but using the true values of 
a. and Sand fu(A) instead of Iu(Ah ). Also 
P lim 1 P = P lim 1- pt ~ V T~oo 2M T~oo 2M 
'" therefore If (r - r) is asymptotically normally distributed 
-1 
with zero mean and variance-covariance matrix given by V . 
The matrix V can be consistently estimated by P. 
VI.3 The spectral estimator and the maximum likelihood 
estimators. 
If the {ut}process has a finite MA representation as 
then 
where 
g = E a. exp (ijA) 
o ] 
(22) 
(6.53) 
(6.54) 
If we substitute f (A) in V by its value in (6.54) we get the 
u 
V matrix for the finite MA case and it can be compared with 
the corresponding matrix in Hannan and Nicholls [1972J , where 
(22) To keep notation close to that of Hannan-Nicholls [1972J 
we have to omit the argument A in g. 
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they propose an estimator for the parameters of a model of the 
type (6.1) with errors as (6.53). It can be seen that our V 
corresponds to their 
, say. 
The variance that they obtain for IT(r - r), (r is our notation 
for the estimate that they propose for r) is 
{ " + [,_": -in :J} -1 (6.55) 
where 
IJ' = 1 t 1 !1 e' dA (6.56) 21r laO) 12 -1 , 
rl 1 J:n 
1 
!1 e' dA (6.57) 27r ga(-A) -1 
<!l = 1 ):n 1 !1 e' dA (6.58) 27r 1 g 12 -1 
It can be shown that [IJ' - rl<!l-1 rlJ is a positive definite matrix, 
therefore r will be efficient with respect to y. It can be 
proved, following Akaike [1973J , that the Hannan-Nicholls 
procedure "is equivalent to a three stage realization of one 
step of the Newton-Raphson procedure for the numerical 
maximization of the likelihood function, using the gradient and 
approximate Hessia~" developed in Akaike [1973J . Thus in the 
case of MA errors r is not efficient with respect to the 
maximum likelihood estimator. And what is worse, since 
[IJ' - rl<!l-1 rlJ is positive definite, even if we overstate the 
order of the MA in the calculation of X this estimator, although 
no longer having the efficiency of the maximum likelihood 
estimator, still will be efficient with respect to y. Of course 
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if the order of the MA is understated or if {Ut} does not 
follow a MA process y will not be a consistent estimator , 
" 
when y will be anyway. 
The matrix ['I' - n~-1nJ is the zero matrix if g = c.a(A) 
" where c is a constant. In this case r has the efficiency of 
the maximum likelihood estimator. If the order of the MA process 
is r we can test (see Hannan and Nicholls [1972J , theorem 2) 
the hypothesis a = a = (a
o
' a 1 , ••. , a r ), by an asymptotic 
chi-square test. If the hypothesis is not rejected it will be 
" -then simpler to estimate r by y than by y. We can also test 
(6.53) against (6.2) by means of a likelihood ratio test, the 
" likelihoods being those corresponding to rand r, taking as 
degrees of freedom the difference in number of parameters used 
in estimating L f (Ah ) under both hypothesis. It must be warned h u 
that the likelihoods are not necessarily nested for small 
samples and in any case it may be necessary to correct for 
degrees of freedom. 
The loss in efficiency with respect to the case that the 
spectrum of the {Ut} process is known can be seen from the 
fact that then in (6.49) we do not need to subtract 
Iu(Ah)/la(Ah ) 12 from Iy(Ah ) and the asymptotic variance matrix 
can be obtained from the asymptotic variance matrix of 
Therefore, in the cas~ of known spectrum the matrix 'I' must be 
added to the north-west corner of V, and we call V the resulting 
matrix. The matrix V- 1 is the asymptotic variance matrix 
obtained when the errors follow a MA or AR process with known 
parameters. For the MA case this is already clear for the 
th 
exposition above. For the p AR case there is no difficulty 
in proving that V takes the form 
~ p].(Gxtxt + Gxtxt) + ~ ~ PoP]. GX!X]TJ ' j =1 ]] R,=1 j =1 '" '" 
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where G stands for the covariance matrix of the variables 
appearing as subscripts and the p.'s are the parameters of the ] 
AR process. 
We can now compare'Afrom the point of view of efficiency, the 
spectral estimator r with the time domain estimator of r, r 
say, when the errors are AR and we need to estimate the 
parameters of the AR process. We do that for k = r = 1 and 
for an AR proc~ss of first order. Then the corresponding V 
matrix for IT(r - r) is 
o :1J' (6.59) 1/ [2TI(1 + a 2 + 2a cos>..)] d>" 
and the corresponding one for IT(r y) is, (see Maddala [1971J) 
[v - l_p2 :] r (1-pa)2 (6.60) 0 
where p is the parameter of the {Ut} AR process. Now 
r d 1 = d>" 1 (6.61) 2TI(1+a 2 +2a cos >..) = l-a 2 
-TI 
using the fact that by the stationarity condition lal < 1. 
Also 
_1_ _ (a_p)2 
l_a 2 (1-pa)2(1-a 2 ) 
there!ore if p r a, d 1 > d 2 and r will be efficient respect 
with r. 
The model (6.1) for r = k = 1 takes the form 
(6.62) 
or (6.63) 
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where v t and L is the lag operator. The model (6.63) 
is known as the geometric lag model and its estimation by 
spectral methods has been considered by Hannan [1965J. The 
basic regression equation considered is (6.63), defined with 
Ut instead of v t and consequently the error term corresponding 
to the transformed model (6.6~) is given by u; = Ut + aUt _1 . 
In fact, since a general formulation for the specification of 
the error term is adopted, it is of no consequence for the 
+ 
estimation of a and S whether Ut or Ut is taken as the basic 
random error. Thus, if we multiply by S the second equation in 
(4.3) in Hannan [1965J p. 216, the resu~ting formulae correspond 
to the ones in (6.45) here, where then Iu(Ah ) is an estimate 
of f +(Ah ). One obvious difference between the Hannan [1965J 
u 
approach and the one followed in this section is the different 
sort of estimates used for the spectra of the variables. In 
passing, note that on mUltiplying the first order condition 
for a, by S, the estimates for r are defined in terms of p-1 
which is a consistent estimate of their asymptotic variance. 
Starting from a different motivation, what we have done in this 
section is a generalization of the Hannan [1965J estimators. 
This generalization has been previously mentioned in Hannan and 
Nicholls [1972J, section 3, where they also show the effects of 
assuming a general stationary structure (GSS) for the errors 
when they follow a MA process~ The effort of going through the 
details of the derivation of y has been proved quite useful to 
understand the relation of the estimation methods assuming a 
general stationary structure (GSS) or a AR or MA process for 
{Ut} when lagged endogenous variables are and are not present. 
Thus, and in contrast with the results in section IV, we have 
that with the presence of lagged endogenous variables in the 
model the assumption of a GSS for the errors when they are AR 
or MA results in, except for some special cases, a loss in 
efficiency with respect to the maximum likelihood estimators. 
The reason can be seen as follows. 
The log likelihood of (6.1) can be expressed in a general form 
as 
o 
c 1 JlT 2TI 
-IT 
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I (A) f- 1 (A) dA, (6.64) 
u u 
but if Ut is AR or MA we should add the restriction 
r(y) = JlT 
-IT 
log f (A) dA - JlT g(a,A) dA = 0, (6.65) 
u -
-IT 
where g(~,A) is an appropriate function of the true parameters 
defining the AR or MA process for {Ut}. Now the restrictions 
imposed by (6.65) will decrease the lower band for the variance 
matrix of the estimator of y by (see Rothenberg [1973J Chapter 2) 
the positive definite matrix 
where 
q(a,A) = [ar(Y)l = c JlT f
u
-
1 0) fxtu O ) dA. (6.67) 
- - ay J 
-IT 
Now, if the model does not contain lagged endogenous variables 
xt is X and g(~,A) = ~ and nothing is gained asymptotically by 
imposing (6.65). On the other hand, if the model contains 
lagged endogenous variables g(~,A) does not vanish and we 
reduce the asymptotic variance by considering the appropriate 
error structure. 
As shown in Appen~ix the estimators obtained from the maximiza-
tion of L2 (i.e. y) are asymptotically equivalent to those 
derived from L4 (i.e. following the approach of the section IV) 
~ . (). . I Oh) denoted y and deflned by 6.49 wlthout subtractlng ~u~~ __ 
10.0)21 
from I (A h ). So for computational purposes it will be easier to y ... A 
compute 2 than y. The fact is that if we do not impose the 
restriction (6.65) the endogenization of the lagged endogenous 
variables does not carry~any loss in efficiency but - as we saw 
... - --
comparing y with y and r - this is not the case if we correctly 
introduce the restriction. 
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The equations for y are a general expression for the maximum 
likelihood .. estimators of y when the {~t} is AR or MA, by 
replacing Iu(Ah ) with the formula of fu(A h ) in terms of the 
parameters of the error process. Of course in those cases the 
mentioned general expression must be complemented with the 
first order conditions corresponding to the parameters of the 
error process and the iteration on both sets of equations is 
required to obtain the maximum likelihood estimators. 
we In the computation of the Spec LS estimators of (6.1) 
* generally have two alternatives, one of which is to compute y, 
- 1 
that apart from the factor (I (Ah ))- is linear. However, a ~ u 
linearization of y will result in a loss in efficiency. This 
is because a consistent estimator of fu(Ah ) is not enough, due 
to the fact that some signals (the lagged endogenous variables) 
are correlated with the noise and they have not been replaced 
by adequate instruments. The other alternative is to compute 
~ 
y for which a consistent estimator of fu(A h ) seems enough, 
because the signals have been replaced by instruments that are 
~ 
uncorrelated with the errors. The problem here is that y is 
non-linear on acc~unt of (I
u
(Ah ))-1 and because of (la(~h)12)-1. 
Therefore if the a we obtain is different from that used to 
compute la(Ah )1 2 by non-trivial amounts it will pay to iterate 
by estimating I (Ah ) and la(Ah )1 2 using~. In the case of both * ~ u _ _ 
y and y, and initial estimate for I (Ah ) and for I (Ah ) and ~ ~ u u 
la(Ah )1
2 
respectively, could be based on the results of an 
estimation of y using a high order autoregressive process for 
the disturbances. 
We have mentioned above that it will be simpler to compute 
than y. Now taking advantage of the fact that the imaginary 
parts of the elements of P and r cancel out, when summing over 
~ 
the whole range or frequencies, the equation for r can be 
further simplified. To do that, let us call 
e = e + ie ~1 ~c ~s (6.68) 
where e is formed with the cosine part of the exponential and 
~c 
e with sine part; and also ~ is a r x r matrix with 
~s c 
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cos [(k-O" hJ in the k, R, position; 
and 
~ 
Thus the equation for y can be written as follows 
~ y=-
M 
2: 
0 
." 
M 
2: 
0 
.. 
°h(lIIu ("h)) Iy("h) ~c 
.. 
°h(1IIu ("h)) 0Xy("h) ~ 
where 0h=l a except for h = 0 and M, that oh 
(6.69) 
-1 
(6.70) 
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VII The Specfiml Method as applied to models with lagged 
endogenous variables. 
In this section we derive the Specfiml estimates for a 
simultaneous equations model that contains r lagged values of 
the dependent variables, treated as predetermined, in addition 
to a set of k exogenous varia'bles. Following the terminology 
used in Section IV this model can be expressed as: 
(7.1 ) 
or using 
A = (Ba B1 .... B f) r = (Ba rt ) (7.2) 
and 
X = (y Y1 ., .. Y 
r 
z) = (Y yt z) = (y zt) (7.3) 
as 
(7.4) 
For the vector process {ut}we use the assumptions adopted in 
Section IV, while for the exogenous variables {Zt}we require 
condition A6.2. We also need condition A6.3 and that the model 
is identified. For the problem of identification we refer to 
Sargan [1972J and Hannan [1971J. A further requirement is that 
the autoregressive process involving the dependent variables 
is stable, i.e. the roots of 
det [Ba + B1 E; + ••• + BE;r] = a 
lie outside of the unit circle. 
VII.1 Alternative likelihood functions and first order 
conditions. 
Arguing as in section IV we can write the log likelihood 
function as 
+ logidet (7.5) 
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and using 
"-
FU(Ah ) = IU(Ah ) = AIXX(Ah)A ' (7.6) 
the concentrated likelihood can be expressed as 
Lc = cl + logldet BOI - ~T ~ log det IU(Ah ). (7.7) 
h 
The expressions (7.5), (7.6) and (7.7) correspond to (4.17), 
(4.18) and (4.19), but now A and X are defined by (7.2) and 
(7.3)(24) . 
Now writing 
IT = - B rt 0 (7.8) 
pI 
= ( IT I t I) (7.8a) 
we can deduce first order conditions for the Specfiml estimators 
of the form: 
(7.9) 
If r = 0 (i.e. there are no lagged endogenous variables), we 
saw, that this is quite a convenient form for deriving the 
asymptotic distribution and the asymptotic variance matrix can 
be estimated by 
(7.10 ) 
which leads to the suggested spectral three stage least squares 
(Spec 3SLS) estimator given by 
(7.11) 
(24) In this section we follow the notation adopted in Section 
IV, except that in the latter case A, X, IT, P, etc. 
possessed simpler definitions, owing to the absence of 
lagged endogenous variables. 
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where A lS the Spec 3SLS estimator based on consistent 
estimators of FU(~) and P. 
However if r F 0 (i.e. there are lagged endogenous variables), 
we have that: 
(a) (7.9) does not provide a good basis for discussing 
asymptotic theory, 
(b) (7.10) does not provide a consistent estimate 
asymptotic variance matrix and 
of the 
(c) (7.11) does not give an A asymptotically equivalent to A. 
To do this we use an alternative form of the likelihood function. 
Applying an unitary transformation to (7.1) by postmultiplying 
~': 
it by Q we get 
and for a particular w. we have ] 
B~y(Wj) + rt ~zt(Wj) = ~u(Wj) • 
Writing 
it follows that 
(7.12) 
B(w.) wy(w.) + rwZ(w.) = wu(w.) + DO/IT) , (7.14) ] - ] - ] - ] 
and the contribution of the residual term (see Hannan [197 DJ 
p. 493) is negligible. 
Now assuming (a) continuity and (b) that the spectra of the 
errors are constant within bands and using A6.3, L can be 
replaced by 
(7.15 ) 
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where 
(7.16 ) 
x = (y Z) (7.17) 
and 
(7.18 ) 
To reconcile L1 with L we proceed by an argument similar to 
one after (6.17). 
Concentrating as before, but now using, 
(7.19) 
we have 
Now if we call 
• = [ •. ] = (Vec A)u 
- ] 
(7.21) 
we can differentiate Le with respect to any elements of 2, and 
we get 
dL 
e 
~ ] 
= 
1 
- 2M 
Now if we write 
iAh 2iAh riAh 
= (I : e lie I i . . .. e Ip) p: p. p. 
so that 
we have 
(7.23) 
(7.24 ) 
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so that 
"-1 A "1 A A A 1 
IU (Ah)A(Ah)IXy(Ah) + I~ (Ah)A(Ah)IXZ(Ah)r'B'- (-Ah ) 
(7.26 ) 
(7.27) 
Therefore 
(7.28) 
Then noting that 
(7.29) 
where 
(7.30) 
we define 
I) (25) (7.31) 
and we can write 
(7.32) 
(25) This is a generalization of the P(Ah ) defined In (6.30). 
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If the A matrix has only the usual-standardizing restrictions 
then the first order conditions can be written as 
1 "1 A v 
2M {~ I~ (Ah)A(Ah)IXZ(Ah)P'(Ah)} u = a. (7.33) 
Ah 
Now (7.33) is a convenient form for deriving an asymptotic 
error variance matrix and suggesting a suitable 3SLS 
approximation. Indeed we can immediately write down a Spec 
3SLS estimator of the form 
(7.34) 
or since 
(7.35) 
where Ra lS asymptotically negligible, as 
~-1 ~ Vu 
IU (Ah ) AIxz(Ah ) P'(Ah )} = a (7.36) 
~ 
where and P'(Ah ) could be based on estimating A by 
using a high order vector autoregressive models and using them 
to generate corresponding estimates of IU(Ah ) and P(Ah ). If 
the A we obtain are different from those used to compute 
;:-1 ~ 
IU (A h ) and P'(Ah ) by non-trivial amounts then it will pay to 
-1 iterate by estimating FU (Ah ) and P(Ah ) using A. 
VII.2 The asymptotic distribution of the Specfiml estimators. 
A 
To obtain the asymptotic distribution of A we have 
so that 
1 
2M 
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<7.37) 
Note also that using (7.14) and the results in Hannan [1970J 
chapter seven, we have 
=2TI 1 <7.38) 
Now, under the present assumptions and arguing along the lines 
of Hannan [1970J p. 492-495 we deduce that asymptotically the 
RHS of (7.37) can be replaced by 
<7.39) 
which by the Hannan theorem (see Hannan [1970J p. 442 and 487-
492) has an asymptotic multivariate normal distribution with 
variance-covariance matrix given by the RHS of (7.38).Therefore 
A 
IT(~ - ~) has an asymptotic multivariate normal distribution 
with zero means and variance-covariance matrix given by the 
inverse of the RHS of (7.38) which can be consistently estimated 
by 
<7.40) 
i.e. minus the inverse of the Hessian corresponding to L . 
e 
The result can be interpreted by considering a stationary 
stochastic process defining the random part (~t) of It from 
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If we denote the systematic part of ¥t by ¥st so that 
¥st = Zt - ~t 
we have that 
+ •••• + B Y + r z = r ~s(t-r) ~t o . 
Now writing 
x' = (y' y' y' z' ) ~st ~st' ~s(t-l)' .... , ~s(t-r)' ~t 
and 
y~ = (Zsl' ¥s2' .... , 
x~ = (?5s 1' ?5 s 2' .... , 
we have that 
Thus 
Fy y (A) = B-1 (A) r FZZ(A) r' B-1*(A) 
s s 
Fy Z(A) = B-1 (A) r FZZ(A) 
s 
= r
i, 0) Fy y 0) HA) 
s s 
. FZy 0) HA) 
s 
= PC-A) FZZO) P' 0) . 
We can replace (7.38) by 
I] 
(7.40a) 
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If r = 0 (i.e. there are no lagged endogenous variables) the 
asymptotic error variance collapses to the one derived in 
Hannan and Terrell [1973J. In section IV we have shown that 
in such a case there is no loss in efficiency by assuming a 
GSS for the errors when they in fact follow an AR process. 
Note that (7.40) also gives a~ estimate of the asymptotic 
matrix of the errors In the estimators obtained by maximizing 
(7.5) which leads us to the problems of computation and so 
note that if the spectral estimators were to be computed from 
the first order conditions, it will be simpler to use (7.9) 
rather than (7.33) and that asymptotically there is no 
difference(26) . 
Note that the estimates obtained by maximizing L have the same 
e 
limitations as those obtained by maximizing L, i.e. we must 
have m > p(r + 1) + k. Moreover if we look at the similar 
~onditions for the Spec 3SLS defined by (7.35), we require also 
i;l(Ah) to be non-singular, which requires~that p < m. We 
obviously require that the estimate of A, A, on which the 
~ ~ 
estimate of P(Ah ) is based should lead to a non-singular B(Ah ) 
for all h, and also that the matrix 
[f
h 
~Oh) IZX(-Ah ) ~ i;10h)]U 
should be non-singular. It seems that all we need is that the 
~ 
sample should be sufficiently large to enable A to be well 
defined. 
It is interesting to compare the asymptotic properties of the 
Spectiml estimators with the asymptotic properties of the 
maximum likelihood estimators when the errors follow a vector 
moving average process. There is no difficulty In proving tha~ 
the results obtained, in a similar comparison, In Section VI 
generalized here, for the simultaneous model. In particular: 
(26) This is true provided the autoregressive process involving 
the dependent variables is stable. 
I The Specfiml estimators have the efficiency of the maximum 
likelihood estimators if the parameters of the error moving 
average process are equal to the parameters of the 
autoregressive process of the endogenous variables; 
11 if they are not equal the Specfiml estimators result in a 
loss in efficiency compared to the maximum likelihood 
estimators; 
III provided that the disturbance process is MA, an estimation 
of A - for instance along the lines of Nicholls [1975J -
overstating the order of the MA process will be efficient 
with respect to the Specfiml estimator. Of course if the 
error process is of higher order or is not of a MA form, 
the Nicholls [1975J procedure does not lead to consistent 
estimators of A unlike the Specfiml procedure which does 
anyway. 
Similar conclusions are obtained when comparing the Specfiml 
estimator with the maximum likelihood (ML) estimators if the 
errors follow an AR process. In order to prove them, the next 
section is devoted to the derivation of the asympto~ic variance 
matrix (AVM) of the ML estimators in the AR case. 
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VIII The Asymptotic variance matrix of the Structural Estimators 
when the Errors Follow an AR process. 
The model considered here is the one set up in the previous 
section but now the errors are generated by a vector auto-
regressive model of the form 
We find it convenient to work with the reduced form, which we 
write 
t ¥t - IT ~t = 
t 
where IT and ~t are as 
and 
::t - Sl ::t-l 
-1 
::t = Ba ~t 
° ~t = B-1 ~t 
Then we have 
and 
::t ' (8.1) 
defined In (7.8) and (7.3) respectively 
° - S- v - = ~t r -t-r -- (8.2) 
(8.3) 
~ * To find the AVM of !T(A - A), A is the time domain auto-
regressive ML estimator, we consider the first and second 
derivatives of the likelihood function. We can write the 
concentrated likelihood function as 
where EO, lS a matrix formed with the column vectors ~~ and 
° we assume that the ~t have been expressed as functions of some 
set of parameters 2' eliminating the SS' by using the equations 
r 
l: V]! Vk Sk = 0 k=O 
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j=l, ...• ,r (8.4) 
where Vk is the matrix whose rows are ~~-k' t = 1, .... ,T and 
So = - I. Then ~~ is determined from.~t_s using (8.2) and 
(8.4) and then is expressed as a function of A from (8.1) and 
(7.8). We assume that A depends upon the n parameters of the 
vector ~. 
aL 
r Now since equations (8.4) are equivalent to as- = 0, we can 
s 
write the first derivatives of Lr with respect to ~n' ignoring 
the dependence of Ss on p. 
Thus 
dL [ (Eo, EO)-l [EO I :(l] r = - T tr a<j) n 
o _ T tr [ 0°-1 [EO, 'EOl] (8.5) a~n = 0 
aEo 
And for again ignoring the dependence of S on ~ , and a;p , s n 
n 
differentiating (8.2) 
aEo r av r 
zt P~nJ I = l: S SI = l: SI ar - ar s=O s s=O s s n n 
Now from (7. 8 ) 
all -1 aBO -1 art -1 [~~n)p ar = - BO a;pII Bo a<j) = - Bo , n n n 
where P was defined in (7.8a). 
For the Hessian we have 
~lJ 
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Note that the first two terms are a(lT) since EO, in each 
occurs multiplied by Z~ when explicit expression for aEO/a~n 
and a2Eo/a~ a~ are substitued, and so can be neglected 
n q 
compared with the last term which is aCT). In this term we must 
take account of the dependence In 
Differentiating (8.4) we have 
Now 
a (IT) 
and so the first term is negligible. So now write 
1 
= 'if 
Then we have 
as' 1 
a~n 
a • 
anc': 
80 that 
= 
Now write 
and 
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G-1 [?] v+ VI 
1 
G-1r:~J ' v+ •• 
VI 
. 1 
tr { [EO~ Er l:: l:: rk[:~qJ [Z~~Z;l [:tJ' s;]} k 8 
[[EO'Er KI A_1 Kn] . (8.5a) + tr -T- G + q V 
VI V
k GVV(T) = P lim k+~ 
VI zt 
G () . k+T k vzt T = P llm I 
t t 
Zk+T Zk 
= P lim T 
Then we have 
{ 0 0 - 1 
r 
t;nq = tr E 
<j> k=O 
_ tr ~0-1 'V K' q 
where 
'V 
K' = P lim K = q q 
T-+-oo 
G- 1 lim "-1 = p G + V+(r) 
T -+- 00 
V 
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r ~k [:~q) E Gztzt(k-s) s=O 
G- 1 
V+ (r) ~~ 
GVV(O) 
= 
GVv (-1) 
GVV (-r+1) 
S' k 
GVV (1) 
.......... 
P~n)' S~J l 
(8.6) 
GVV (r-1) 
-1 
GVV(O) 
Now we consider the case where the order of the AR process is 
+ 
r , but we mistakenly assume in estimation that the order is 
r > r+, and in particular we consider the limit of t;iq as r -+- oc 
with Ss' s < r+ remaining constant and Ss = 0, s > r . 
First we note that the increasing r in general increases the 
AVM. 
Since the first term in t;~q is dependent of r, given Ss = 0 , 
s > r+, we consider only the second term and if we have that 
minus the second term is increasing in r, then the AVM (n<j» 
will also be increasing. 
More formally write n: for the AVM corresponding to auto-
regressive order r, then if and only if 
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we have 
and then for an arbitrary constant vector a we have 
Now write 
I:::. = 
and 
Then 
[G O - 1 tr L L a 
P q 
n aIT 
L a ar-
p=l p 'f'p 
r 
~ G 1 A'S' 
L. vzt(r-k-) '-' k 
k=O 
r 
L Gvz t<1-k ) I:::.'S' k=O k 
'V 'V 
a q] K' 
-1 K = tr G + P P V q 
[00-1 1:::.' G- 1 
fI V+(r) I:::.r] 
and if this increases with r, then so does the AVM, but now it 
is clear that 
by using the partitioned inverse of G • The condition for 
V+(r+1) 
strict inequality is rather complex, so that we now concentrate 
on the limit as r + 00 • 
The first term in (8.6) is relatively simple to express In 
spectral terms.We have that this term is, (note that Sk = 0 
if k > r +) 
= tn 
= [. 
+ + 
r r 
E E 
k=O s=O 
tr ~O-l 
tr {~~' 
s=O 
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~k [:~ q) Gztzt (k- S ) [;~n)' S ~J } 
E E exp[i(s-k>A] Sk [~~qJ Fztzt(A) [~~nJ' S~ dA k s 
S' eXP(iS'}'-" ~!: Sk eXP(-ikXl] s 
where FZtZt(A) is the matrix spectral density corresponding to 
GZtZt(T)' and now writing FVV(A) as the spectral density matrix 
corresponding to GVV(T), we have 
= r ~+ Sk exp(-ikA)l-\o r ( S~ exp(isA)l-l 
Lk=O J ~=O J 
so that the expression above can be written 
(8.7) 
This, of course, equal to the usual formula for the AVM when 
r = 0 (i.e. no lagged endogenous variables). 
Now considering the second term of (8.6), as r + 00, it is 
-1 
necessary to evaluate GV+ , and we note that this a Toeplitz 
matrix, so that we can consider a (r x r) unitary transformation 
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matrix of the form 
(exP ( 2nijk/r) J] 
j,k 
j,k = 0, ... , r-1. 
Then as r -+ 00 
,', 
(Q~ 8 I ) GV+ (Q- 8 I ) = H-~. P r P r 
tends to a block diagonal matrix with diagonal blocks equal to 
2n F VV (2nij/r). 
'V 
Now to simplify K we write q 
and then approximate 
'V 
Thus Kq can be approximated by 
r-1 r 
(2n/r) L L exp(2nikj/r) 
j=O k=O 
where IT =(IT1 
Then 
-1 'V 
G + Kq 
V 
[[ { [ e xp ( 2n i j I r) •• 
exp (2nij (r-1) Ir 
[[ 
and note that 
i, Q-r 
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[( exp (2n ij II') ••• exp (2nijr/I')] 
e. ~ 
-] 
where e. has all its elements zero, except for a one in the 
-] 
.th .. ] posltlon. 
Note that we can then consider 
rv rv •• 
K'(Q_ ® I ) = K-(Q- ® I ) in 
n r p r r 
the same way and that the product is only non-zero, if the j 
on the left hand side is the same as the j on the right hand 
side. It follows if we write w. = 2nij/I' ] 
.. 
. . 
] 
I'-lr r 
(2n/I') L L L exp(i(wk - ws)Ss j=O k=O s=O 
~ exp(_w. ) exp(~rwj) 
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Thus the limit as r ~ 00 is 
{ 
r[eX~~-i~) l,"xP(iW) ••• eXp(riwJ • l exp(-rlw) J 
Sk eXP(kiW)]dW • (B.B) 
'\, '\, 
Thus lim tr (G O- 1 K' G- 1 K ) = 
r ~ 00 q v+ n 
r+ 
tr [ L Sk eXP(kiW)] 
k=O 
, 
FztV(w) FV~(W) Fvzt(w) (~~q} dw 
where we use 
and using the vec notation 
Thus compactly we can write 
and that 
FVV(-A)dA(vec[~~nJJ 
(8.9) 
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". ~ {[vec :~) t ~ztzt(A) 
FV~ (-Al dA "ec [:;l } -1 
where vec ~~ is the (pk t x n) matrix whose jth row is a:. (vec IT)', 
J 
and kt, the number of predetermined variables, equals (pr + k). 
,~ -1 
Now FZV(A) = 0, and the elements of FZtz~A)-FVZt(A)FVV(A)FVZt(A) 
only differ from FZtZt(A) when both row and column correspond 
to lagged endogenous variables. 
Now considering the sUbmatrix which corresponds to the lagged 
endogenous variables we see that this is equal to 
{ 11[~7~~~~~~:] [exp(iA) ••. exp(riA)Jl@ UeXp(-rlA) J 
!!' yY( Al-FyV (Al FV~ (AlF vy(Al] } • 
Also from 
we have If 
and 
-1 FVV(-A) dA • 
y.t - IT01 Y.t -1 - •.• - IT Y - IT Z = v - - Or ~t-r 2 ~t ~t 
r 
IT(A) = I - L ITOs exp(-isA) 
s=1 
Then we have that 
(8.10) 
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This can, of course, be written 
It follows easily that the whole asymptotic variance matrix 
can now be written 
[vec m )-1 (8.11) 
This is perfectly general for the case when the reduced form 
matrix is a general function of a set of parameters Now 
consider the standard simultaneous equations case where 
Then 
!;nq 
<P 
I 
= f:
n
BO- 1 FV~(A) B~l [~~q)p FztZ(A) F~~(A) Fzzt(A)PI [~~nJ dA. 
Now 
Thus 
- 9S -
so that 
n~ = {( vec CM) I J1T ()~ -
_ 1T 
(vec ~~) )-1 
where (vec ~~) is (p2(r+l+k) x n) matrix defined in an analogous 
vec above. 
If the restrictions are linear, or zero-one restrictions then 
we can simple replace vec (~~J by S, which, in the latter 
is a selection matrix. 
Finally we can give an explicity expression for FXZ(A), by 
using ~(A) as defined in (7.23). 
Thus we have 
Also from comparing (8.10) on (7.13) 
so that 
so that 
= 1~{'(A)B(A)-lrFzz(A)r1 (B{'(A»-l~(A) 
L -F
zz
(A)r
'
(B*(A»-l ~(A) 
case, 
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* = P{-A) FZZ{A) P (-A) 
where P{A) was defined in (7.31). 
Now it is clear that the resulting AVM is the one derived in 
the previous section for the Specfiml estimators. 
- n 
IX Final Comment 
The last section makes it clear how much we depend, when we 
generalize the stochastic process generating the errors on our 
structural equations, on the assumption that there are a set 
of exogenous variables, completely incoherent with the errors 
on the equations which we are estimating. This is worrying, 
because there is a serious problem of inadequate sample size 
in the estimation of these spectral estimators, so that only 
relatively small models can be estimated, as discussed in 
Section V. In highly aggregate models, the aggregative variables 
which may be treated as exogenous should usually more properly 
be considered endogenous, and the resulting inconsistencies may 
be serious. Ignoring the inadequate sample size problem, the 
set of variables, which it may be really appropriate to considET 
exogenous, may behave like a set of trends or dummy variables, 
which lead to estimation of the model coefficients with large 
standard errors. Of course the same will be true, if general 
ARMA models are used in the time domain with high order moving 
average and/or autoregressive equations. But in this context, 
it seems a natural procedure to reduce the order of the 
stochastic processes by using the usual type of significance 
test, and in doing so, we end up with an acceptable explanation 
of the data, in which the error generation stochastic processes 
have been simplified, in effect allocating as much as possible 
of the explanation of the behaviour of the observed data to the 
structural equation model. The econometrician would agree that 
this may be a rather arbitrary procedure, and would judge the 
value of the result largely on a priori judgement of the 
economic acceptability of the model. A comparison with the 
Specfiml estimates of the model would certainly throw light on 
the limitations of the ARMA pretesting estimates. 
In the case of variables which are generated by a stochastic 
model outside the economic model which is being estimated, a 
time domain approach may be advantageous, if it is assumed that 
the errors on the two models are incoherent, and that there are 
rather long lags in the effect of economic variables on the 
variables generated by the outside model. In this case there 
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will be no harm in the time domain in treating the outside 
variables as exogenous, provided the internal errors 
stochastic model is correctly specified. Of course, if the 
combined model is sufficiently long, the treatment of the 
outside variables as exogenous in spectral methods would lead 
to only small inconsistencies. An alternative treatment when 
using spectral methods would be to develop methods of 
estimating an incomplete set of equations. Thus equations of 
the form (7.36) can be used dropping the requirement that there 
are as many equations as current endogenous variables, and 
using for Z any set of suitable instrumental variables (i.e. 
variables which are endogenous from the point of vi~w of the 
combined model generating both inside and outside variables). 
-1 P'(A
n
) can be replaced by IZZ(Ah ) IZX(Ah ), and the asymptotic 
error variance matrix estimated as 
As a special case we can consider similarly the estimation of 
a single equation. 
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Appendix. Two asymptotically eguivalent expressions for the 
likelihood function. 
If we write the simultaneous equations model with lagged 
endogenous variables and stationary errors as 
Bo~t + B1 ~t-1 + .•. + Br Yt-r + r~t = ~t' t = 1, ... ,T (B.1) 
or using 
(B.2) 
, = (" " ) ~t ~t' ~t-1' ..• , ~t-r' ~t = (~t' ~i')' (B.3) 
as 
A~t = ~t ' 
we have that log likelihood, under the assumption that the 
spectra of the errors is constant within frequency bands, can 
be written as 
and if using 
we concentrated the likelihood, we get 
(B.5) 
Now an alternative expression for the concentrated likelihood 
is: 
where 
To reconcile Lc and Le we assume that {~t}' {~t} and {~t} are 
stationary processes, and we proceed as follows. 
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Write 
(B.8) 
and note that 
det B(L) = det BII(1 - )lj/,L) 0 
where )lj/, is the inverse of the j/,th root of B(L) and j/, goes 
from 1 to rp and p is the number of equations In the system. 
Note that if 
then 
Then the Jacobian contribution to the log likelihood function 
divided by T can be written 
1 M 
2M L: h=-(M-l) I [ 
iAhj'l r rp log B e = lj/,~l 1 M [ 2M L: log 1-)lj/, h=-(M-l) 
+ log det Bo (B.9) 
and the difference between Land L is given by the term in 
e c 
curly brackets in (B.9). Now we consider each term of the form 
We have that if we write v 
~': 
2M-l [ iAh) 
L: log 1-)lj/, e 
h=O 
1: 
= exp(in/M), then v is the (1/2M) 
complex root of unity, and if we consider the equation 
x 2M _ 1 = 0 
1'h the corresponding roots can be written v , h=O, ••• ,2M-l. Then 
we can write 
It follows that 
2M-l 
~ 
h=D 
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M 
IT (x _ vf,h) • 
h=l 
2M 2M-l h 
= ~1 IT (1/~ - v* ) 
h=D 1 
Thus 
. f I I h I 2M I . . . I . Now l ~1 < c < 1, t en ~1 lS negllglb e as M + 00, lndeed 
a some f ·. 2M lxed lnteger, then ~1 o(T-r ) for all 
positive r and then 
1 2M r 2M log (1 - ~1 ) = o(T- ) as T + 00 
thus all the terms in the RHS of (B.9) but the log det Bare 
o 
negligible. 
Also considering 
where ~k is any parameter on which B(Ah ) depends, we find 
ourselves considering 
(B.1D) 
Now if ~k is such that B(Ah ) has elements which have bounded 
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and continuous first derivatives, and we restrict the range of 
variation of ~k' such that I~£I < c < 1 for all £, then it 
follows that (B.1D) is o(T-r ) for all r as T and M + 
Similarly, the second derivative can be written 
[ 2M-l] [a
2 
] -~ :~~iM a~:!j 
and on the same conditions as before this is o(T-r ) for all r, 
and so definitely negligible. 
Therefore both likelihood and their first and second derivatives 
are pairwise equivalent for large T and M. 
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Abstract 
This monograph is concerned with the estimation theory of 
econometric models with stationary errors. The theory is based 
on the likelihood function using a spectral transformation of 
the covariance matrix. This study considers firstly, a 
simultaneous equations model in which all the predetermined 
variable are exogenous, and shows the generality of the spectral 
approach. In particular it shows that from the likelihood 
function, first order conditions and Hessian in spectral form 
it is possible to derive the corresponding expressions used in 
different time domain procedures. In fact the spectral estimatm' 
proposed encompasses most estimators of the simultaneous model 
under different hypothesis on the process generating the 
disturbances. Secondly it shows the constraints in the 
computation of the spectral estimators from small samples. Then 
it studies models with lagged endogenous variables. Various 
alternative methods of computing maximum likelihood estimates 
are considered and shown to be asymptotically equivalent • The 
spectral maximum likelihood estimators are compared to 
estimators obtained when the disturbance process is a pure 
autoregressive (AR) or a pure moving average (MA) and it is 
shown that failure to impose the AR or MA restriction (the 
results for the MA case were previously shown by Hannan and 
Nicholls, Econometrica 1972, p. 529-548) results in a loss of 
asymptotic efficiency when lagged endogenous variables are 
included in the model. This differs from the case in which 
there are no lagged endogenous variables, where failure to 
impose the AR or AM restrictions does not lead to a loss In 
asymptotic efficiency. Finally this study shows that as the 
order of the AR error vector process, assumed in autoregressive 
full information maximum likelihood estimation, tends to 
infinity the asymptotic variance matrix (AVM) for that case is 
the AVM derived for the spectral estimators. 
